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FLUFFY FUN
4 Paws WSU is an on-campus organization that focuses on raising and training service
dogs through 4 Paws for Ability, a nonproft in nearby Xenia, Ohio. The dogs range from
12 weeks to over 1 year old. Students work with the dogs until they’re ready for advanced
training at 4 Paws. The campus organization trains a community of students who are
approved handlers from 4 Paws, and they provide co-handlers and sitters as well as
friendship and support.
Dogs, L–R: Jonas, Kinsey, Tweety Bird, Brut Rose, Jasmine, and Margarita

Photo Illustration. Dogs were photographed in a controlled space under the guidance of their handlers.
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Year of the Woman
Welcome to this issue of the Wright State
Magazine.
I was especially pleased to discover
that the cover story of this publication is
the “Year of the Woman.” With a record
number of women now serving in the U.S.
Congress, this seemed like the perfect time
to celebrate the contributions of the female
members of our Wright State University
family.
Every day, women are making their
mark at Wright State. Our faculty, staf,
and students are teeming with brilliant,
talented women who are innovators and
leaders in our campus community. We can
also take pride in the achievements of our
Wright State graduates, as tens of thousands
of alumnae excel in their professions and
make a diference in our world.
In this issue, you will meet some of
our most accomplished female faculty,
university leaders, students, alumnae,
and friends. Each of these women has
helped shine a spotlight on Wright State
through their groundbreaking research,
exemplary public service, and unwavering
commitment to our students.
Serving as Wright State’s frst woman
president has been one of the great
honors of my life. And it’s a joy to lead
this university alongside our frst female
provost, Susan Edwards. If you haven’t
had the pleasure of meeting Dr. Edwards
in person, you’ll have the opportunity to
learn more about her in this issue. I have no
doubt that her enthusiasm for Wright State’s
students will immediately jump of the
page!
Like me, Dr. Edwards is a frm believer
in mentoring and empowering women.
We know what it’s like to work in felds
that have historically been dominated
by men. Creating a network of support
for women—and all populations that are
underrepresented—is incredibly important
if we are to fourish as a university and as
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a nation. Every individual in our society
matters. We all have a voice that deserves
to be heard. And we all have a right to take
our seat at the table.
I will close with a fun fact that you
might fnd interesting. Te year 2020 will
mark the 100th anniversary of women
receiving the right to vote. But did you
know that Ohio voted in favor of the 19th
Amendment as early as June 1919? I was
proud to discover that Ohio was helping to
lead the way for women’s sufrage!
Warmest regards,

Cheryl B. Schrader, Ph.D.
President

Please let us know what you think about this issue.
Email us at magazine@wright.edu.
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10 An eye on excellence
In 2001, a group of individuals joined together started the African American
Alumni Society. Their scholarship is now signifcantly changing the lives of
black students at Wright State.
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ON THE COVER Cover design by
alumna Whitney Manfreda ’16 of
Wilderness Agency in Dayton, Ohio.
Manfreda graduated from Wright
State with a B.F.A. in printmaking. The
printmaking processes she learned
at Wright State infuenced her design
technique, giving her digital art a
unique and beautiful style.
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THANK YOU
Wright State’s second annual Wright Day to Give on October 1,
2018, exceeded all expectations, surpassing records set during its
inaugural year in 2017. A total of 550 proud Raiders and friends
supported Wright State, raising nearly $70,000.
It was amazing to see the global community of Wright State come
together to step up for our students!

One Day. Every Raider.
Everywhere.

$69,581
DONATED

GOAL

500
DONORS

RESULT

550
DONORS

77% 7%
ALUMNI
DONORS

STUDENT
DONORS

110%
OF OUR GOAL

22% 15%
NEW
DONORS

*Reactivated donors are donors we have welcomed back who didn’t give last fscal year.
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#GREENANDGOLDFRIDAY
In spring 2018, the Wright State
social media team created
#GreenAndGoldFriday to inspire Raider
fans to proudly sport their school colors
each week.
Alumni, now it’s your turn. Turn your
Fridays into #GreenAndGoldFriday by
sporting your Raider gear at work and
around town. Show the world where you
call “home”—every Friday.
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Wright State University
and faculty reach
agreement through
June 2023

U.S. News ranks Wright
State online programs
among best for 2019
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Hannah Beachler ’05 accepting the 2018 Alumna of the Year Award from the Wright State
Alumni Association in October.

MOTION PICTURES

Wright State flm grad Hannah Beachler wins Oscar for
her work on Black Panther
Wright State motion pictures graduate Hannah Beachler
made history when she won an Academy Award for her work
on the blockbuster flm Black Panther in February.
Beachler, who graduated from Wright State in 2005, is
the frst African American to win an Oscar in the Best
Production Design category. It was one of seven nominations
Black Panther received, including Best Picture.
Beachler spent 13 months working on Marvel’s Black
Panther, overseeing a $30 million art budget and a dedicated
crew of several hundred people.
She spent two weeks preparing for her job interview with Marvel Studios. She
spent $12,000 of her own money, hired a concept illustrator, and created her own
story, a 400-page book with references and blackboards for her presentation.
Beachler was also the production designer on Moonlight, which in 2017 won the
Academy Award for Best Picture. She received the 2017 Art Directors Guild Award
for excellence in production design and art direction for her work on Lemonade,
Beyonce’s visual album that originally aired on HBO.
Beachler has been the production designer on Miles Ahead, a biographical flm
based on the life of jazz musician Miles Davis; Creed, the seventh flm in the Rocky
series; and Fruitvale Station, which won the Grand Jury Prize for Best Film and the
Audience Award for Best Film at the Sundance Film Festival in 2013.
She was named the 2018 Alumna of the Year by the Wright State Alumni
Association.

PHOTO CREDIT: DATTNER DISPOTO & ASSOCIATES

Wright State University and AAUPWSU, the union representing some
of Wright State’s faculty, reached an
agreement comprising two consecutive
labor contracts that meets the needs of
students and provides labor stability
through June 2023.
Te university and AAUP-WSU had
been in negotiations for nearly two
years before they reached an impasse
that resulted in a faculty union strike
that began on January 22, 2019, and
lasted 20 days. Te faculty union’s
contract had expired in the summer of
2017.
“Te university and faculty union
have made substantial concessions
over the last two years to put Wright
State on solid fnancial footing,” said
President Cheryl B. Schrader. “We
appreciate the collective sacrifces
made by our students, faculty, and
staf. Tese sacrifces have enabled
the university to continue its progress
toward fnancial sustainability.”
Wright State remained open during
the strike although a number of classes
were disrupted. Administrators, nonstriking faculty, and staf members
worked together to cover those classes.

U.S. News & World Report has named
Wright State University’s online
graduate programs in business,
engineering, and nursing as among
the best in the nation for 2019.
Te magazine based its rankings on
instructor engagement with students,
student excellence, student services
and technology, expert opinion,
and faculty credentials and training.
Scores were calculated using data that
the programs reported to U.S. News in
a survey and from data collected in a
separate peer reputation survey.
U.S. News ranked Wright State’s
online Master of Information Systems
and Master of Science in Logistics and
Supply Chain Management programs
ofered by the Raj Soin College
of Business 33rd among the 156
schools responding to the survey. Te
programs’ score of 70 ranked higher
than those of such schools as Syracuse
and Oklahoma.
Te specialized programs ofer a
hybrid approach through on-campus
and online learning experiences. Each
class has one full day of residency,
then fve weeks online, with students
taking one class at a time. Te
programs help students balance
working full time while obtaining
their master’s degree in just one year.
Te online M.B.A. program ranked
175th, with a score of 53, out of the
232 schools responding to the survey.
Te online Industrial and Human
Factors Engineering Program ofered
by the College of Engineering and
Computer Science was ranked
41st among the 74 respondents.
Te program’s score of 64 ranked
higher than those of schools such as
Clemson, Duke, and Villanova.

KUPPUSWAMY ARUMUGAM, Ph.D., an

assistant professor of chemistry, and his
team of researchers were awarded more than
$460,000 from the National Institutes of Health
for work on a project aimed at developing
more effective cancer therapeutics.
ELLIOTT BROWN, Ph.D., the Ohio Research

Scholars Endowed Chair in Sensors
Physics, and his team of researchers won
the prestigious IEEE Best Paper Award,
recognizing their research on the polarization
of electromagnetic radiation.
CAROLINE CAO, Ph.D., professor of biomedical,
industrial, and human factors engineering, was
elected a fellow and secretary-treasurer-elect
of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society,
the world’s largest scientifc association for
human factors and ergonomics professionals.
JAMES CARTER, Ph.D., associate professor of
social work, won best empirical article by the
Journal of Social Work and Education for his
research paper on student debt this fall.
IN-HONG CHA, D.M.A., professor of music,
together with the Symphony Orchestra of
Venezuela, received Best Classical Album of the
Year and Best Classical Artist of the Year at the
2018 Pepsi Music Awards in Venezuela.
KATE EXCOFFON, Ph.D., professor of biology in
the College of Science and Mathematics, was
awarded a $1.8 million grant by the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
to research an anti-viral therapy to combat
respiratory infections.
SHERRY FARRA, Ph.D., associate professor
and director of research in the College of
Nursing and Health, was selected to receive
the 2018–2019 Scholarship of Teaching and
Learning Excellence Award from the American
Association of Colleges of Nursing.
DR. GARY LEROY, associate dean for student

affairs and admissions at the Boonshoft School
of Medicine, was named president-elect by the
American Academy of Family Physicians this
fall.

KEVIN LORSON, Ph.D., professor and director
of the physical education licensure program,
was honored in December with the 2018
Outstanding Contributions to Health Education
Award by the Ohio Society for Public Health
Education. The award was in recognition for his
role in getting a health education standards bill
introduced in the Ohio Senate.
JULIA REICHERT, professor emerita and

documentary flmmaker, was honored with the
International Documentary Association’s Career
Achievement Award for 2018 in Los Angeles.
In addition, her documentary American
Factory, with partner and former professor
Steve Bognar, won the directing award at the
Sundance Film Festival in February.
WRIGHT STATE PRESIDENT CHERYL B.
SCHRADER, Ph.D., was named to the

Engineering Deans Gender Equity Initiative
by the American Society for Engineering
Education in November. The board’s mission is
to eliminate barriers for women in engineering
leadership roles.
MATTHEW SHERWOOD, Ph.D., Wright State
research engineer, was awarded more than
$500,000 to study the physiological reaction
of fatigue and reduced oxygen from the Naval
Medical Logistics Command.
AMIT SHETH, Ph.D., professor of computer
science and engineering, and the executive
director of Wright State’s Kno.e.sis, the Ohio
Center for Excellence in Knowledge-Enabled
Computing, was elected a Fellow of the
American Association for the Advancement of
Sciences in November for his contributions on
information integration, distributed workfow,
and semantics and knowledge-based big data
analytics.
ANDREW VOSS, Ph.D., associate professor of

biology, was awarded more than $450,000
from the National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke to investigate
Huntington’s disease, which deteriorates a
person’s physical and mental abilities.

The women’s
basketball team—
coached by an
all-female coaching
staff—won the
Horizon League
championship on
March 12, earning
a bid to the NCAA
tournament for
the second time in
school history.
PHOTO CREDIT: R. KEITH COLE
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Nicole Scherzinger visits Wright State to
receive Alumna of the Year Award

Raj Soin College of Business named a
‘Best Business School’ by Te Princeton
Review

Nicole Scherzinger, who attended Wright State from 1996 to 1999, answered
questions from students and received the 2017 Alumna of the Year Award during a
special program in the Festival Playhouse on August 27.

Te Princeton Review recommends the Wright State
University Raj Soin College of Business as one of the best to
earn an on-campus M.B.A. Te education services company
profles the college in its 2019 annual ranking of “Best
Business Schools.”
“We are proud to know that the high quality of our M.B.A.
program has been recognized once again by Te Princeton
Review, a leading independent reviewer of colleges and
universities,” said Tomas L. Traynor, interim dean of the Raj
Soin College of Business. “Tis designation places our
college among the top 20 percent of business schools
at universities that ofer bachelor’s degrees or above
and hold a regional accreditation.”
Te Raj Soin College of Business is one of the
select business schools to simultaneously hold the
designations of AACSB accredited, Te Princeton
Review Best Business School, and U.S. News & World
Report Best Business School.
Te Princeton Review compiled its list of 252 best oncampus M.B.A. programs based on a combination of
institutional and student survey data, including career
outcomes, admissions selectivity, and academic rigor,
among others.
Wright State’s M.B.A. program develops managers
and leaders whose understanding and vision
encompass the total organization.
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Grammy-nominated performer Nicole Scherzinger returned
to the Festival Playhouse, where she performed as a
student 20 years ago, to deliver an inspiring talk to current
performing arts students. Scherzinger shared memories of
performing in Wright State productions, talked about her
highly successful career as a singer, actress, and dancer, and
gave sage advice to several hundred students during a special
appearance at Wright State on August 27.
She returned to campus to receive the 2017 Alumna of the
Year Award from the Wright State Alumni Association.

UNIVERSITY

More than 1,300 Wright State community members provide input or participate in the
strategic planning process
Expanding online courses, strengthening university-military
partnerships, and creating a health college are some of the
projects prioritized in Wright State University’s proposed strategic
plan. A total of 34 projects are included in the proposed plan.
Te focus of the plan, the Wright State experience, emphasizes
the university’s commitment to its students. Te goal is to place
students at the center of all aspects of the university’s mission and
operations.
“Te Wright State experience is what diferentiates us. When
we are at our best, we provide powerful learning opportunities
for our students. We integrate research and innovation, blend
online and face-to-face learning, or mix practical experience
8
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with cutting-edge discovery,” said David Bright, co-chair of the
strategic planning steering committee.
A new mission and vision is expected to be endorsed by the
Faculty Senate before the Board of Trustees formally adopts the
full strategic plan. However, work on several projects identifed
during the extensive planning is already under way.
Since the planning process began in December 2017, more than
1,300 community members have provided input into the plan.
Te process has also created an ongoing dialogue that encourages
continuous refection and revision of the community’s hopes
and priorities. Over time, this process will help the Wright State
community shape both its culture and future.

ON JANUARY 19, 1972, political activist, feminist organizer, and
co-founder of Ms. Magazine Gloria Steinem visited the Wright State
University campus as part of the University Artist and Lecture Series.
She stood before a packed Oelman Hall Auditorium that was standingroom only, with crowds spilling into the halls.
The University Artist and Lecture Series brought notable speakers
of interest to campus. Other speakers in the series included Abbie
Hoffman, Stokely Carmichael, Norman Mailer, Peter Jennings, Betty
Freidan, and many others.

The January 26, 1972, issue of The Guardian covered her speech
on the front page by then-editor Harry Battson ’73: “The Women’s
Liberation Movement is not a reform; it is a revolution,” Steinem said.
“The revolution is for every type of woman, from housewives to welfare
women to professionals. The revolution is against the socialization
process which brainwashed women into fearing success, fearing power
as unfeminine.”
That same year, Steinem became the frst woman to speak at the
National Press Club in Washington, D.C.
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A VISION OF
LOVE AND
COMMUNITY
IN THE 13-YEAR HISTORY OF THE AFRICAN AMERICAN
ALUMNI SOCIETY’S SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM,
COUNTLESS BLACK STUDENTS’ LIVES HAVE BEEN
ENRICHED THROUGH EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY.
BY NICOLE L. CRAW

10

I

n the spring of 2000, several former
Wright State students, faculty, staf, and
community members gathered to plan a
30th anniversary celebration of Wright
State’s frst on-campus identity center—the
Bolinga Black Cultural Resources Center.
Te Bolinga Center ofcially opened on
the birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr.—
January 15, 1971—15 years before the day
was designated a national holiday.
Te center sponsors tutoring and
mentoring programs and also serves
as a classroom, meeting room, study
lounge, and library. Te Bolinga Center
is also credited with being a driving force

in establishing the African American
Collection in the Dunbar Library, and the
African and African American Studies
program.
But the people who came together to
plan the 30th celebration were able to
collaborate and create one more program
the Bolinga Center can be credited for—
the African American Alumni Society.
“A group of the founders for the Bolinga
Center was pulled together to help
organize,” said Carolyn Wright ’73, alumna
and founding member of the society.
“Some of us had talked and were still in
touch, and we had spent a lot of time
together talking about Wright State and
what was going on.”
Wright remembered she had a colleague
who was part of the African American
Alumni Society at Earlham College, a
liberal arts institution in Indiana. Tey
began discussing a similar initiative
at Wright State, and talked about the
structure of the society at Earlham. Before
long, the idea was more than an idea.
Wright mentioned several people who
were initially involved in the beginning
stages, including Dr. Anthony Whitmore
’80, a former member of the Bolinga
Center Advisory Board; Judge James F.
Cannon ’73, ’74, former municipal court
judge for the City of Dayton; Karen
Hunt ’86, current Wright State Alumni
Association Board member; and William
’70 and Linda Gillispie ’73, long-time

supporters of Wright State. It had also
become a goal of the alumni association in
the early 2000s to diversify their engaged
alumni population. Wright said this group
embraced that idea and ran with it.
“Te society kind of grew from that
notion,” she said. “So, once we planned
the 30th anniversary and had a number of
activities together, we began to form the
structure of the society.”
Te frst identity alumni society within
the Wright State Alumni Association was
the African American Alumni Society,
founded in 2001—shortly afer the Bolinga
Center anniversary.
WRIGHT NAME, WRIGHT SCHOOL

Forming the society has long been a proud
moment for Wright, who frst set foot
on campus in 1969. Since then, she has
been a long-time social justice and civil
rights activist. As a student, she marched
for equality on campus and was a leading
student founder of the Bolinga Center. She
came from a predominantly white high
school in Dayton, but, when she came to
Wright State, she was disappointed to fnd
the number of black students was so small.
“Tat was during a time, also, when we
were going through an era of learning
about ourselves and who we were and
establishing our identities,” she said in
a 1992 recording entitled “Profles of
African-Americans: Teir Roles in Shaping
Wright State University” from the Wright
State archives. “So, in terms of the social

and cultural fellowship, we developed an
organization with the black students and
really became more like a family.”
As momentum for building a black
cultural center on campus grew, Wright
became involved with the Committee for
the Advancement of Black Unity (CABU).
Te vision for CABU extended beyond that
of a student organization planning social
activities to one that would explore the
history and signifcance of black people in
America. Tensions came to a tipping point
over the winter break in 1971, when several
students, including Wright, participated
in a sit-in in President Brage Golding’s
ofce when a black female employee was
terminated. Te Bolinga Black Cultural
Resources Center was founded later that
month, with Yvonne Chappelle, Ph.D., as
its frst director.
“Dr. Yvonne taught us a lot in terms of

“Te scholarship allowed me to devote all of my
attention to my studies. Te fnancial burden that
would have been placed on me without the scholarship
would have impacted my studies signifcantly. I would
have needed to pick up more hours at work, leaving
less time to study or get involved in extracurricular
activities.”
EBONY DAVENPORT ’13
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“Receiving the African American Alumni Society
scholarship helped me further my undergraduate
neuroscience research project, as well as expanding my
biochemistry knowledge through junior/senior level
biochemistry electives. It’s wonderful that the African
American Alumni Society supports black students who
are striving to succeed beyond society’s expectations,
especially in STEM felds.”
TAYLOR FLOYD ’16

how important scholarship was,” Wright
said—something Wright carried over into
her role as Bolinga Center acting director
from 1977 to 1980, and eventually into
the development of the African American
Alumni Society and its scholarship.
“I think the other main thing from
my background was that I learned the
importance of community and the
importance of taking care of African
American students on campus,” she said.
“Tat was our major thrust and was
probably the main reason we formed the
society—to work closely with, and support,
African American students.”
THE END GAME

It was that overall purpose and Wright’s
time working in the Bolinga Center
that inspired her to help establish the
African American Alumni Society’s most
important goal—building a scholarship
fund for black students at Wright State.
“Once we began to meet as a society,
[our goal was] helping African American
students not only get to Wright State, but
get through Wright State,” Wright said.
But, she said, at the forefront of most
of their initial conversations about
providing support for students was one
thing—fnances. Establishing a scholarship
program became the society’s main goal
and, as Wright recalls, it was an incredibly
personal decision for many of the
12

members, including herself.
“We just knew how difcult it was for
African American students on a white
campus to, frst, feel included, and to,
secondly, succeed because of a lot of
diferent pressures—and one of those was
fnancial,” Wright said.
Te society wanted to ensure that the
scholarship was attainable for most African
American students. Te GPA and other
academic requirements became just one
part of the application. Te established
criteria required a 3.0 GPA for an incoming
student and a 2.5 GPA for a current
student, rather than a “top” GPA of a 3.5
or 4.0 because, as Wright says, they found
many student applicants “had the need, but
were not 4.0 students.”
“We were trying to get a student who was
a good student, but who was also involved
in the community,” she said. “I think that
was more our thrust [because] community
could mean the surrounding community,
of course, but more so on campus.”
According to the scholarship agreement,
the African American Alumni Society
Scholars Fund is awarded by the Ofce of
Financial Aid and the African American
Alumni Society to recipients who are
of African American descent, have
demonstrated fnancial need, are enrolled
for a minimum of six credit hours, live in
the Greater Miami Valley area, and meet

GPA requirements. Te ofcial decision
is made by the African American Alumni
Society’s scholarship committee.
Former president of the African
American Alumni Society and current
Wright State Alumni Association board
member Edwin Mayes ’89, ’96, said being
involved with the scholarship program has
been incredibly rewarding because he is
passionate about helping students who are
in circumstances similar to his at one time.
“In addition to giving back my time
and also the contributions I make to the
scholarship fund, it is wonderful to see how
the scholarships help students reach their
academic goals,” he said. “Te scholarship
money is a life-changer for many of the
students we select.”
Mayes says he is also in awe of the
students who earn the scholarships and go
on to esteemed careers afer graduation.
“Our yearly scholarships add to the legacy
of successful African American students
who have graduated from Wright State
University, with the support of African
American Alumni Society and the
enrichment from the Bolinga Center.”
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

A physician. A law professor. A
neuroscientist. A TV reporter. A
fundraiser. A social worker. An advocate
for the disabled. A registered nurse. A

marketing analyst. An entrepreneur. A
radio disc jockey.
All of these are jobs currently held by
Wright State alumni who all have one thing
in common—they were each recipients
of the African American Alumni Society
scholarship as students. And many of
them say they owe their career success
specifcally to this scholarship, not only for
the fnancial award, but for its secondary
beneft—a reason to drive for success.
Alumna Ebony Davenport ’13 was
a recipient of the scholarship in 2009.
Afer graduation, she was accepted to the
University of Dayton School of Law and
earned her J.D. She is now on faculty there
as a visiting assistant professor, teaching
legal profession and criminal law lab
courses.
“Te scholarship allowed me to devote
all of my attention to my studies,” said
Davenport. “Te fnancial burden that
would have been placed on me without
the scholarship would have impacted my
studies signifcantly. I would have needed
to pick up more hours at work, leaving
less time to study or get involved in
extracurricular activities.”
Another recipient of the scholarship,
Taylor Floyd ’16, also pursued graduate
school and is currently earning her
doctorate in neuroscience from Weill
Cornell Graduate School in New York
City. She is a third-year graduate student
analyzing how a small mutation in the
human genome can lead to developmental
ataxia in children.
Floyd says the scholarship allowed
her to continue her education at Wright
State and fnd the career path she wanted
to pursue—becoming a developmental
neuroscientist.
“Receiving the African American
Alumni Society scholarship helped me
further my undergraduate neuroscience
research project, as well as expanding my
biochemistry knowledge through junior/
senior level biochemistry electives,” Floyd
said. “It’s wonderful that the African

American Alumni Society supports black
students who are striving to succeed
beyond society’s expectations, especially in
STEM felds.”

For more information on the African American
Alumni Society’s scholarship program, visit
wrightstatealumni.com/scholarships.

ENDOWMENT AND BEYOND

When the scholarship became available
to students in April 2006, it was funded
primarily by society members through
traditional fundraising methods.
“It was difcult—difcult but enjoyable,”
said Wright. “We were all working toward
something that was really important to us
and that we could all believe in…to be able
to reach out and touch alumni who hadn’t
been active all that time and to other
resources in the community.”
Te society fundraised until the
scholarship was successfully endowed
within the Wright State University
Foundation in 2012, a signifcant
accomplishment.
Mayes agreed that the initial grassroots
fundraising was rewarding, but sees this
endowment as a big step toward the
scholarship’s future. Within the next 10
years, Mayes hopes the program could
maybe even provide a full scholarship or
other opportunities.
“Imagine being able to cover academic
expenses of a ffh-year senior with one
semester to graduate, or a single mom
who needs a few more classes to fnish
her degree,” he said. “Tere are numerous
situations where this scholarship can
be helpful in changing the lives of our
students.”
As for the future of the program, Wright
said the goal remains the same—helping
students reach their goals.
“Our whole purpose for the scholarship
program was to give back to students in
need and empower them to succeed,” she
said. “To see them succeed is just amazing
and it is a good feeling.”
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WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY’S FIRST FEMALE PRESIDENT AND PROVOST
SHARE THEIR THOUGHTS ON BEING WOMEN LEADERS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
AND THEIR HOPES FOR WRIGHT STATE’S FUTURE
BY KIM PATTON

ON JULY 1, 2017, HISTORY WAS MADE at Wright State University
when Cheryl B. Schrader became the university’s frst female
president. Fast forward 12 months later and Wright State broke
barriers once again by welcoming Susan Edwards as its frst
female provost.
“We’re a very small minority,” said Edwards. “To have a female
provost, along with a female president, is almost unheard of.”
In the world of higher education—where relatively few women
advance to top academic leadership positions such as dean,
provost, president, or chancellor—Wright State is ahead of the
curve.
According to the 2017 American College President Study
conducted by the American Council on Education, women
comprised only 30 percent of college presidents across the
country based on numbers reported for 2016. Women of color
make up a far lower portion of college presidents, a mere fve
percent. Tese numbers are even smaller among national research
universities, a select group that includes Wright State.
Blazing trails is nothing new for Schrader and Edwards. Tey’ve
been making their marks in uncharted territories for most of their
lives.
Growing up, Schrader thought she had only two career
options—teaching or nursing. “I thought I was going to be really
bold and become a math teacher,” she recalled.
When she was in high school, her father asked her if she had
ever considered becoming an engineer. At the time, Schrader had
little knowledge about what engineers did and she had never seen
a woman in the profession.
Nevertheless, she followed her father’s advice and entered
the electrical engineering program and the honors college at
Valparaiso University.
“Tat one comment from my dad changed my life,” she said.
When she arrived at Valparaiso, she was one of only a small
group of women studying engineering. She joined a sorority so
she would have more opportunities to bond with other women
and create friendships. Tere were also no engineering professors
who were women.
A male engineering professor, who become Schrader’s mentor,
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created another pivotal moment in her life when he said to her,
“You remind me of myself. Have you ever thought of being a
professor?”
Since Schrader had never even seen a woman engineering
professor, that career concept was about the farthest thing from
her mind.
“Te real key to getting more women in engineering is to make
sure you have women faculty and women leaders, so they can see
themselves,” said Schrader. “When I was growing up, I promise
you I could not see myself. If you don’t see yourself, you don’t
think that’s an opportunity for you.”
Te infuences of her father and college professor also
reinforced to Schrader the importance of having role models and
mentors. It’s a lesson that has stayed with her throughout her life.
In 2005, she received the Presidential Award for Excellence
in Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Mentoring from
former President George W. Bush for her accomplishments
in encouraging and supporting underrepresented groups in
engineering.
Like Schrader, Edwards also grew up with a strong father. A
frst-generation college student, Edwards originally wanted to
be a lawyer. Afer working in a forensics lab for a summer, her
professional goals quickly changed.
“I fell in love with the science,” she explained. “What I realize
now in retrospect is that medical science is not a male-dominated
area. All of my co-workers, bar two in pathology, were women.
When I transitioned into research, it was the complete and utter
opposite of that. In research, I was a minority.”
As Schrader and Edwards rose through the ranks in their
respective areas of electrical engineering and biology education
and research, they began to take on more leadership roles in
higher education.
Schrader held numerous academic positions at Te University
of Texas at San Antonio, including associate dean for graduate
studies and research for the College of Engineering and the
College of Sciences, university graduate recruitment coordinator,
and associate research center director. At Boise State University,
she served as associate vice president for strategic research
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initiatives and dean of the College of Engineering. Prior to joining
Wright State, Schrader was the frst female chancellor in almost
150 years at Missouri University of Science and Technology in
Rolla, Missouri, from 2012 to 2017.
Schrader also held many leadership positions in technical and
professional organizations. Tis included her presidency of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Control
Systems Society, a global organization of over 10,000 members
worldwide. She was the second woman in 50 years to serve in this
capacity.
Edwards began her career in higher education as a faculty
member in the Department of Physiology and Pharmacology at
James Cook University in Australia. In 2007, she lef her native
Australia to join the Department of Biology at Appalachian State
University in Boone, North Carolina. She eventually took on
a leadership role as assistant chair for three years before being
appointed chair of the Department of Biology in 2012. Prior to
joining Wright State, she served as vice provost for faculty afairs
at Appalachian State.
As women leaders, Schrader and Edwards have long known
there are biases they have to work around.
“Women have to prove themselves,” said Schrader. “People
underestimate you.”
Troughout their careers, Schrader and Edwards have
encountered the many double standards all women—especially
those in positions of power—have to face.
Edwards, who describes herself as a straight shooter who pulls
no punches, admits she has been treated diferently because she

is so passionate in her values and convictions. While a man with
those same qualities would be viewed as a strong and confdent
leader, Edwards has been called bossy—or even worse—simply
because she is a woman.
“Tat’s the diference,” said Edwards, who has been known to
call out her colleagues when such inequitable treatment occurs.
“It’s not to be mean; it’s to be mindful,” she explained. “People
fall into set routines. Sometimes it can be very hurtful. You just
have to remind them that they’ve crossed a line.”
Schrader recalled teaching two classes while she was in labor
with her oldest child, Andrew. She was an assistant professor at
the time, and it was before the Family and Medical Leave Act
was established. Her husband, Jef, was working three-and-a-half
hours away and could only come home on the weekends. Tere
she was—in a new city with a new job, a new baby, and no circle
of friends or family for support.
Since there was no daycare available outside of standard
business hours, Schrader staggered her evening classes with an
adjunct faculty member who also had a baby. Tey took turns
watching the children while the other was teaching. When her
department chair didn’t want to give her the class times she
requested, she ended up asking him for the days she didn’t want
so she would get the schedule she needed.
When Schrader was up for early tenure and promotion, a
professor mentioned to her how much time she had taken of
when her son was born. She had missed one class.
Schrader’s experience as a young working mother is something
she would never want another parent to have to endure.

PRESIDENT CHERYL B. SCHRADER, Ph.D., (FAR RIGHT) AND PROVOST SUSAN EDWARDS, Ph.D., (SECOND FROM FAR RIGHT)
AT THE WOMEN IN STEMM SYMPOSIUM IN NOVEMBER 2018 WITH (FROM LEFT TO RIGHT) TRACY BUTLER, Ph.D., FROM
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON, AND MEGAN RUA, Ph.D., AND DR. BRENDA ROMAN FROM WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY.
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“Scientifc research is all about fnding answers. We are problem-solvers. In these
positions—certainly provost—problem solving is a large percentage of the work,
along with strategic thinking.”
SUSAN EDWARDS, Ph.D.
PROVOST

Troughout her career, she has worked hard to advance so she
could help others balance work and family.
“As I came into administration, I felt that I had an opportunity
to really make a diference in people’s lives,” she said. “To me,
it’s about how do you remove those barriers that ofen prevent
certain groups from succeeding, so everyone can fourish and
accomplish things unfettered.”
As Wright State’s frst female leadership team, Schrader and
Edwards recognize that they bring a unique perspective to the
job. Not only are they the rare combination of a female president
and a female provost, but they believe their backgrounds in the
STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics)
disciplines help them to be more efective leaders.
“Scientifc research is all about fnding answers. We are
problem-solvers,” said Edwards. “In these positions—certainly
provost—problem solving is a large percentage of the work, along
with strategic thinking.”
For Schrader and Edwards, their number one priority is people.
“We’re both driven by the same thing and it’s the success of
other people,” said Schrader. “Seeing our students, faculty, staf,
and alumni succeed.”
Tey are especially mindful of the importance of mentoring
and creating a network of support—not only for women, but for
all underrepresented populations.
Schrader is especially proud of the university’s long history of
serving people with disabilities.
“Tere is a real strength in that area in terms of diversity
and inclusion,” she said. “My hope is for us to see beyond our
students of diverse abilities, to include our students in various
racial and ethnic groups, our veterans, and our older, nontraditional students—as all of these groups can sometimes be
compartmentalized or sidelined. Tey all bring such a richness to
this campus because of their lived experiences.”
As provost, Edwards is committed to diversifying the student
body and improving the quality of the educational experience for
all students. She is pleased to see that the current applicant class
is a much more diverse group of students than Wright State has
seen before.
“It’s just one step—a baby step—in the right direction,” said
Edwards. “We also need to be prepared to support those students
to be successful.”

While Schrader and Edwards prefer to take a more holistic
view of the campus community, they understand that—whether
they want to be or not—they are viewed as role models by Wright
State women aspiring to advance their careers.
“We have a lot of great women leaders on this campus,” said
Schrader. “When you have very visible women leaders, like Sue
and I, it can really help. All of a sudden, people see us and say, ‘If
they can do it, I can do it.’”
Years ago, Edwards made it her mission to support, nurture,
and promote women and minorities in science.
“As a frst-generation student, I have been very fortunate to
have a great many mentors who assisted me to see opportunities
that I never knew existed. I want everyone to have the same
opportunities that I had,” said Edwards.
As they remain committed to paving the way for Wright State’s
women and minorities, Schrader and Edwards acknowledge that
in lifing one another up, everyone ends up benefting in the end.
“When you try to make life better for one group,” said Schrader,
“it turns out you make life better for everyone.”
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ZOE DELL LANTIS NUTTER HAS BEEN A TRAILBLAZER
FOR MORE THAN A CENTURY
BY KIM PATTON

IF THERE WAS EVER A ROLE MODEL FOR AMERICAN WOMEN,

it’s Zoe Dell Lantis Nutter. Dancer, pilot, inventor, philanthropist.
Nutter has done it all.
Tat drive to make the most out of life began when Nutter was a
young girl in Medford, Oregon. Determined to learn ballet, Nutter
began taking lessons from a dance teacher who lived across the
street. When she turned 18, she moved to San Francisco to begin
a career as a professional dancer.
Nutter became a member of the San Francisco Ballet and
later landed a job as the theme girl of the 1939 Golden Gate
International Exposition on nearby Treasure Island. As she
traveled across the country promoting the exposition, Nutter was
so frequently photographed that Life magazine dubbed her “the
most photographed girl in the world.”
Tose cross-country treks took place on trains, automobiles,
and airplanes. During a time when few American men—let alone
women—were fying on commercial airlines, Nutter was fying the
friendly skies from coast to coast.
“I never was scared,” she said. “It was wonderful.”
Nutter became so enamored with fying that she earned her
pilot’s license. When it came time to test for her multi-engine
instrument rating, Nutter went to Midway airport in Chicago,
regarded by pilots as the most challenging airport to earn a rating.
She knew that if she earned her rating at Midway, it would earn
her more respect as a woman in the male-dominated feld of
aviation.
Nutter also served as a spokesperson for Piper Aircraf, logging
more than 100,000 miles as she promoted air transportation all
over the world. During a business trip to Dayton, she met Ervin
J. Nutter, the owner of Elano Corporation, which made tubing
and engine components for the aerospace industry. She married
Nutter in 1965.
Nutter directed promotions for Elano’s small aircraf division
and served as one of the company’s pilots. She also spearheaded
the development of a new manifold, hiring the engineers who
helped redesign it.
When she took the manifold to the Reading Air Show, someone
told her, “Tat’s the best replacement part we’ve got.”
Nutter’s contributions to the world of aviation have enabled

her to meet many other pioneers in the feld. She served for years
on the Board of Trustees for the National Aviation Hall of Fame
and was the organization’s frst female president. In 2008, she was
inducted as a Living Legend of Aviation.
Nutter recalled the frst time she met another Living Legend of
Aviation, John Travolta. As a young boy, Travolta was traveling
with his mother and encountered Nutter in an airport.
“He was such a cute kid and a gentleman,” Nutter remembered.
She and Travolta still keep in touch and remain friends to this day.
Nutter’s home is flled with photos and mementos of her
extraordinary life. Sitting on one bookshelf is a photo of Nutter
with former First Lady Laura Bush. It was taken in 2006 on the
evening Nutter received the Ford’s Teatre Lincoln Medal, a
prestigious honor given by the Ford’s Teatre Society to those who
exemplify the character of Abraham Lincoln.
When Nutter frst arrived in Dayton, Wright State did not
yet exist as a university. As the institution grew, so did the
involvement and support of Nutter and her late husband, Erv.
When the university’s arena frst opened its doors in 1990, it was
named in honor of Ervin J. Nutter.
Afer her husband’s passing in 2000, Nutter continued to be
a champion for Wright State and its students. She is a generous
sponsor of the university’s annual ArtsGala, a scholarship
fundraiser for students in the fne and performing arts.
In 2017, she established the Zoe Dell Lantis Nutter Dance
Scholarship to help students studying dance at Wright State. “It’s
important for young people to have that opportunity,” said Nutter,
who enjoys coming to campus to meet her scholarship recipients
and watch them rehearse.
At 103, Nutter is still an inspiration to everyone she meets—
from the young people pursuing a career in dance to the modern
woman making her mark in today’s world.
“She has inspired me to not put limitations on myself and to
not let others put limitations on me,” said Jennifer Buckwalter,
assistant dean of the College of Liberal Arts. “She’s shown that
with some determination and passion, the sky’s the limit.”
As she refected on more than a century of living, Nutter said,
“I did all the things I wanted to do. You have a certain amount of
time you’re going to be here; you might as well do it right.”

NUTTER HOLDS HER PINK BALLET
SLIPPERS, DISPLAYED IN A SMALL GLASS
CASE, WORN DURING HER DAYS WITH THE
SAN FRANCISCO BALLET.
PHOTO CREDIT: JENNIFER BUCKWALTER
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NUTTER DANCING AT THE GOLDEN GATE
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION IN 1939,
HELD AT SAN FRANCISCO’S TREASURE ISLAND.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES
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JOYCE BEATTY ’75 USES COUNSELING SKILLS
LEARNED AT WRIGHT STATE AS A LEADER IN CONGRESS
BY BOB MIHALEK
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JOYCE BEATTY HAD TWO PRIMARY REASONS to pursue a
master’s degree at Wright State University in the 1970s. One
reason was the university’s mental health counseling program,
which was state of the art, with an excellent faculty and
curriculum.
Te other was personal: Te Dayton native’s father, Herman
Reeder, was a brick mason who helped construct Allyn Hall in the
early 1960s. During that time, few African Americans held such
positions, so Reeder’s work on campus and around the Dayton
community were a point of pride for his family.
“We were looking at photos and found a picture of my father
working on the building, Allyn Hall,” Beatty recalled. “When we
looked at that, it seemed like there was a connection with going to
Wright State, since we remembered Wright State when it was just
Allyn Hall.”
She described enrolling at Wright State as “one of the best
decisions I could have made” and one that helped advance her
career—which has spanned positions in local, county, and state
government, private practice, academia, and the U.S. House of
Representatives.
In November 2018, Beatty was elected to her fourth term in
Congress representing the Tird District around Columbus, Ohio.
Wright State had been an independent public university for
less than 10 years when Beatty enrolled, and the newness of the
facilities and academic programs was enticing. “It’s always exciting
when you’re in a venue or facility and everything is new,” she said.
“Wright State was very new, and it was talked about a lot.”
“It was growing and I was growing,” said Beatty, who graduated
in 1975 with a master’s degree in mental health counseling.
Te education she received allowed her to make a diference
throughout her distinguished career. Te counseling program
helped Beatty further develop her proactive vision, analytical
mind, and ability to assess not only people but situations.
“I took courses in counseling, psychology, studying people
and situations,” she recalled. “I clearly remember sitting in those
classes and thinking about the theories of how you respond to
people. I remember even thinking today of how I would apply
this. I give a lot of credit to the faculty members, classes, and the
work that I did at Wright State.”
Prior to her election to Congress in 2012, Beatty was the
senior vice president of outreach and engagement at Te Ohio
State University and served fve terms in the Ohio House of
Representatives. During her tenure in the Ohio House, she
became the frst female Democratic House leader. Her legislative
accomplishments as a state lawmaker include bills requiring
fnancial literacy in Ohio’s public school curriculum, expanding
STEM education, and helping under- and uninsured women
access breast and cervical cancer treatment.
In Congress, she serves on the House committee on

fnancial services, the housing and insurance and oversight
and investigations subcommittees, and chairs the House
fnancial services committee’s new subcommittee on diversity
and inclusion, which aims to promote diversity in the banking
industry. Leading this, she said, will allow her to advocate for
more people and examine disparities within the fnancial services
industry.
As a member of the fnancial services committee, Beatty
has raised concerns about the lack of women and minorities
in leadership roles in the Federal Reserve and other fnancial
services institutions. She has twice introduced legislation—
modeled on the NFL’s Rooney Rule—that would require at least
one candidate who is a woman or a minority to be interviewed for
a vacancy among Federal Reserve Bank presidents. Tough her
bill has not passed, she was pleased when, in 2017, Raphael Bostic
was named president of Atlanta Federal Reserve, making him the
frst African American to hold such a position.
Beatty is also cofounder of the bipartisan Congressional civility
and respect caucus, which encourages members of Congress to
act with civility and respect in their political discourse.
One of her goals as a congresswoman is to be an advocate for
women, because “when women succeed, America succeeds,” she
said, referring to a line she suggested President Obama include in
one of his State of the Union addresses.
At the start of the 116th Congress, which convened in January
2019, Beatty said, she looked forward to serving both in the
majority and with a record number of women representatives.
“It’s just amazing that 52 percent of the freshmen Democrats
who came in were women,” she said. “I’m really excited about
being able to serve in the majority, to be able to be a voice for the
voiceless and be for the people.”
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Fantastic voyage
F8lflT8lSTKC
VOY8lGe
CAROLINE CAO, Ph.D., REACHES STRATOSPHERE IN HIGHER EDUCATION
AS AN ENGINEER AND MEDICAL PIONEER
BY JIM HANNAH
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SARDINED INTO A BOAT ON THE SOUTH CHINA SEA with other
refugees feeing post-war Vietnam was 11-year-old Caroline Cao.
Te voyage of “boat people” was part of a tidal surge of refugees
leaving the Communist-controlled country in the late 1970s. Te
exodus came in the wake of economic hardship and the threat of
being sent to re-education camps, where hard labor and possible
torture, starvation, and disease waited.
Many of the boat people did not survive their passage because
of pirates, overcrowded conditions, and storms. Cao and her
family were among the lucky ones, but her experience on the boat
lef its mark.
“I remember noting to myself this is where I lost my innocence,”
said Cao. “I learned a lot. I saw a lot of stuf. And it was not for
kids.”
Her family made it to the Philippines and were then resettled in
Vancouver, Canada, where Cao spent her teenage years.
“I grew up really fast. Overnight, I grew up,” said Cao. “I
understood responsibilities. I understood the seriousness of life.”
Tat sense of responsibility and seriousness of purpose has
catapulted the 51-year-old Cao to a career as a medical pioneer
and into the upper reaches of higher education at Wright State.
She is a professor of surgery at Boonshof School of Medicine
and a professor of biomedical, industrial, and human factors
engineering, as well as mechanical and materials engineering in
the College of Engineering and Computer Science.
Cao was the Ohio Research Scholar for the Ohio Imaging
Research and Innovation Network from 2012 to 2015, and is an
expert in the design and evaluation of enabling technology—
such as haptics, navigational aids, and surgical simulation—for
minimally invasive surgery.
In 2018, she graduated from the prestigious Executive
Leadership for Academic Women in Technology and
Engineering (ELATE) program hosted by Drexel University in
Philadelphia, where she worked on ways to build an ecosystem for
entrepreneurship at Wright State.
Cao said the presence of women leaders in STEM felds is still
lagging behind what she thought it would be right now.
“We’re starting to get a lot more women in STEM felds, but for
women to get into leadership positions is still very difcult,” she
said. “Tere is still a huge resistance.”
Cao refers to women in top STEM leadership positions as
“unicorns,” because they are rare and stand out.
“Women tend not to put themselves forward for leadership
positions. Tey wait to be called on even though they know they
are qualifed,” she said. “And women who do step up are ofen
criticized for being too ambitious. We are still fghting these
forces.”
Cao herself has fought her way to the top of her feld.
When she was a young college student at Simon Fraser
University in Vancouver, her father sufered a brain aneurysm

that lef him in a coma and later on the road to rehabilitation. It
was a pivotal moment for Cao. She suddenly became interested in
health care and how to help people regain their motor skills.
“I knew that rehab medicine was important because it was what
my father needed,” she said. “Tat was what helped him recover.”
She also began to understand what it took for people with
disabilities to navigate and adapt to their environment every day.
Afer graduating with a bachelor’s degree in biochemistry and
a master’s in kinesiology, Cao went to the University of Toronto,
where in 2002 she earned her Ph.D. in mechanical and industrial
engineering.
Ten she joined the faculty at Tufs University near Boston,
where she was director of the human factors program and
conducted research in the emerging area of minimally invasive
surgery. She won the prestigious National Science Foundation
CAREER award in 2003 and served as principal investigator or
co-principal investigator on more than $15 million of funded
research, including multi-institutional grants supported by the
National Institutes of Health.
Te feld of human factors engineering is applying the
understanding of human capability in the design and
development of technology and other systems to improve
performance and safety. Specifcally, Cao is an expert in training
physicians in the use of imaging and robotics to do minimally
invasive surgery.
Cao is currently conducting research into how trust afects the
adoption of surgical robotic systems. She is surveying surgeons,
physicians, and patients to gauge their trust in robotic surgery.
Cao joined the faculty at Wright State in 2012, attracted by the
opportunities created by the Ohio Tird Frontier, a state initiative
designed to transform Ohio’s economy through the accelerated
growth of diverse startup technology companies.
In 2017, Cao was awarded a prestigious Fulbright Scholar
fellowship to share her skills and knowledge with college students
and faculty in her native Vietnam. She spent a semester working
with students and faculty in the Department of Biomedical
Engineering at the International University of Vietnam
National Universities in Ho Chi Minh City, giving lectures
on human factors engineering and her research in minimally
invasive surgery. She also helped with the restructuring of their
entrepreneurship program.
Last year, Cao was among 26 faculty members selected for
the ELATE program. Te women leaders in academic STEM
felds hailed from institutions such as the Mayo Clinic, Purdue
University, the Georgia Institute of Technology, Carnegie Mellon
University, the University of Michigan, and Te University of
Texas.
Cao says women who aspire to leadership positions in STEM
felds have to have a certain quality.
“Tey have to be persistent,” she said.
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THE YEAR OF THE WOMAN

JBaJLamxnG act

Balaning act

STEVIE LAMBLIN ’16 COMBINES PROFESSIONAL DANCE
WITH THE STUDY OF PSYCHOLOGY
BY JIM HANNAH

IT SOMETIMES HAPPENS when Stevie Lamblin ’16 is dancing
on stage. And when it does, it is a magical cosmic experience
that takes the Wright State student and member of the Dayton
Contemporary Dance Company to a “very special place.”
Her eyes light up when she talks about it.
“It’s one of the few times I’m truly present. I’m not thinking;
I’m not refecting. It is the most vulnerable experience I’ve ever
had in my life,” she said. “It brings you to tears because of how
exhilarating it is. And even if it doesn’t happen every time you
perform, it’s so intense that I end up just chasing it.”
Te 25-year-old Lamblin has been chasing that experience since
she was 3 years old. She is also chasing a master’s degree in clinical
mental health at Wright State.
“Te idea right now is that I will continue to do both until they
somehow merge,” she said.
Lamblin, who grew up in Dayton, describes herself as a highenergy, high-octane child. Her mother wanted to support her in
whatever extracurricular activities she was interested in, so she
enrolled her daughter in dance classes.
Lamblin’s exuberance would sometimes get her in hot water
with her instructors, but she danced through the early turbulence.
She was told she could possibly make professional dance her
career, but she would have to work hard to do it.
“When I got to middle school and high school and things
started to get hard—puberty and emotions happen—and you look
around and realize that not everything is as picture-perfect as you
thought it was,” she said. “It’s hard to take all that in and not feel
something about it. Dance was the only way I could cope with
that that actually worked for me.”
Lamblin wanted to be the frst person in her family to attend
college, but as the time approached things weren’t looking good.
“It was really important to me to be the frst person in my
family to go to college,” she said. “I wanted to do the best I could
for my parents because they gave me so much in the form of love.”
Lamblin landed a STEM-related scholarship, but couldn’t use it
to study dance.
“Because going to school was so important to me but I didn’t
want to lose dance, I knew I had to fnd something to keep
dancing while going to school,” she said. “Giving up dance just
wasn’t an option.”
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So Lamblin joined DCDC2, the repertory training ensemble
of the Dayton Contemporary Dance Company. It is a resource
for new dancers for DCDC’s main company and maintains an
impressive record of successfully transitioning dancers into other
professional companies, Broadway, flm, and graduate schools.
Afer graduating from high school in 2012, Lamblin earned her
associate degree at community college and then transferred to
Wright State to study psychology. All the while she continued to
dance for DCDC2.
In 2015, she was required to take an evening class at Wright
State that conficted with her rigorous dance schedule.
So she decided to audition for the internationally acclaimed
DCDC, the oldest modern dance company in Ohio and one of the
largest companies of its kind between Chicago and New York City.
Rooted in the African American experience, the culturally diverse
company has toured the world, dancing onstage for packed
houses in Bermuda, Canada, Chile, China, France, and Russia.
Lamblin’s audition got her an apprenticeship with DCDC, and
in 2016, she was hired as a full-time dancer. Tat same year, she
earned her bachelor’s degree in psychology with a concentration
in behavioral neuroscience and is now pursuing her master’s
degree in clinical mental health.
Lamblin has a passion for psychology.
“I love to be able to look at people and see their behavior and
track exactly why it is that people do what they do,” she said. “I
just fnd that so fascinating.”
Lamblin said Wright State has made it easy for her to participate
in classes, despite her demanding work schedule, which includes
going overseas for dance performances.
“Tey understand we’re adults. Tey treat us like we’re
competent human beings who should be able to decide for
ourselves what we prioritize in our life,” she said.
Lamblin wants to be a professional dancer for as long as she
can.
“Picturing a world where there is no dance in my life is so
painful that it is hard for me to imagine,” she said. “I have those
pockets of time when I’m onstage and I’m not thinking at all;
I’m just being. And it connects you to something that’s a little bit
bigger picture than just this one-on-one refection that we have
every day.”
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WHAT TYPE OF RESOURCES DOES THE WOMEN’S
CENTER PROVIDE STUDENTS?

Viva la femme

Te Women’s Center ofers students services such as mentorship
opportunities through programs like the Women of Color
Student Leadership Cohort and as well as the Women Students in
STEMM program. We house the Personal Care Pantry, which has
increasingly been used over the last two semesters. Students can
get items such as toothpaste, deodorant, feminine hygiene items,
and diapers, formula, and baby wipes for student-parents. It is
free to all students and they are eligible to use it every month.
Te Women’s Center provides various workshops on
Demystifying the “F” Word—Feminism, Sex Positivity/
Empowered Sexuality, Womxn and Wellness, and Family
Friendly Campuses. Finally, we host the WSU Service Knitting
and Crocheting Circle every Friday. Participants not only engage
in the creation of these items as a form of wellness, but they
create items to contribute to Scarf Frenzy, which ofers handmade
items to students.

Q&A with Nicole Carter, Ph.D., director of the
Wright State Women’s Center
BY NICOLE L. CRAW

WHAT IS THE WOMEN’S CENTER?

Many do not know that we exist on campus, although we have
been around since 1993. Trough the advocacy of women in the
community and on campus, we were founded in conjunction
with what was called the women’s studies program which is now
called the women, gender, and sexuality studies program. We are
still dedicated to advocacy and an approach that puts theory into
practice.
Te staf of the Women’s Center engage on a daily basis in
complex, multi-layered work. We authentically care for every
woman and student on Wright State’s campus. Everyone is always
welcome into our space and assistance—fnancial, programmatic,
or otherwise—is available.

THE #METOO MOVEMENT, SEXUAL ASSAULT AND
VIOLENCE, AND PROPOSED CHANGES IN TITLE IX ARE
WORRISOME TOPICS FOR MANY WOMEN IN THE U.S.
TODAY, BUT ESPECIALLY AMONG COLLEGE-AGED
WOMEN. HOW HAS THIS BEEN FELT ON CAMPUS?

Literally, a book could be written on college students in the
#MeToo era. Te thought and possibility of sexual violence and

WHAT ARE THE MOST PRESSING ISSUES OUR FEMALE
AND FEMALE-IDENTIFYING STUDENTS ON CAMPUS ARE
FACING IN 2019?

Tere are several issues that women on college campuses are
facing. Tere are still various forms of sexism that exist on college
campuses. It is ofen thought that because women comprise a
majority of the student body on many campuses, particularly as
undergraduates, that there is no need to have spaces specifcally
for them. However, there are still many double standards that
exist in the classroom and in the power dynamics of a university.
Another issue is the inability for college women on campus
to thrive fnancially while in college. In the Women’s Center, we
receive many requests for scholarship assistance from women
students of color and student parents. It is difcult to excel in
school when you are faced with fnancial burdens that perhaps
fellow students do not have to navigate. We do what we can to
assist through the allocation of scholarships, providing programs,
and support, but more is needed to assist in this area if we are
to ever alleviate the fnancial inequities that exist for women on
college campuses.
Another area of concern is the variety of health issues faced by
women in college. College-aged women encounter issues with
their physical, emotional, and sexual health inside and outside of
college. Struggles associated with depression, anxiety, and selfefcacy arise primarily because college is a highly transitional
and fast-paced environment. We are ofen approached by
young women who are distressed and in need of guidance
28

that is impactful and direct. Terefore, we act as a reference to
other areas on campus where they can gain assistance. Various
forms of power-based violence, and even sexual violence, are
also common issues among women in college. We encounter
women on campus who are in violent relationships, who have
been assaulted, or who are being harassed by other students,
even in the classroom. As a result, our staf might be the frst
to hear about these forms of harassment, but then get others
involved, such as our survivor advocate, student support services,
counseling and wellness services, the Ofce of Equity and
Inclusion, and student legal services.
Finally, many people treat women as if they have the same
needs and concerns. Tis is an issue that still exists on college
campuses and mimics what happens in larger society—the
notion that women are a monolithic group. Te women on
our campus are a diverse group. Tey come from varying
cultural and academic backgrounds, and socioeconomic
environments, therefore, we must approach them as having
difering experiences. Our students need opportunities that
are equitable and just, and that take into consideration their
personal experiences. Tis is difcult work, but we are incredibly
committed to it.

discrimination in many forms have always been felt on college
campuses, including ours. However, the #MeToo movement has
provided more visibility to high-profle cases. In some aspects,
it has taught college-aged women that we still have a long way
to go, given that many still have a “blame the victim” mentality.
Tis falls in line with changes in regulations related to Title IX
as well. We are at the height of this movement, and due to grant
provisions, we now have a survivor advocate on our campus
who works directly with survivors of sexual assault. It is the
reason why we have a Title IX coordinator who is responsible
for navigating the many changes to the policies that come with
diferent federal administrations.
HOW DO YOU THINK HAVING THE UNIVERSITY LED BY
TWO WOMEN—FOR THE FIRST TIME IN ITS HISTORY—
WILL AFFECT CAMPUS CLIMATE?

It’s spectacular and will beneft the university for years to come
by setting a precedent of women in leadership and advocacy. In
other felds, incorporating women in leadership roles has proven
to create more holistic and sustainable work environments.
Women bring varying skills to the boardroom and classroom,
and innovative solutions to traditional problems. Likewise, our
campus student body is somewhere around 53 percent female,
which is a slight majority, and this is not inclusive of transwomen who do, in fact, exist on our campus. Likewise, working
with two women leaders on this campus might sway those who
deny their abilities to think and act diferently.

SAVE THE DATE

43rd Annual
Wright State University Alumni Association

Legacy Scholarship Golf Outing
Friday, August 2, 2019
Heatherwoode Golf Club
Springboro, OH

For more information and to register,
visit wrightstatealumni.com/golf
or call (937) 775-2620.
Special thanks to our 2018 Legacy Golf Outing sponsors:

SEI Nationwide Great Oak Funding
Wright State University Foundation

Wright-Patt Credit Union Fifth Third Bank Peerless Technologies
Northwestern Mutual Miller, Walker & Brush, LLP
Marsh & McLennan Agency Wright State University Barnes & Noble
Bookstore Cox Media Group Oregon Printing
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ArtsGala at 20
WRIGHT STATE’S PREMIER ARTS EVENT AND FUNDRAISER
CELEBRATES 20th YEAR IN APRIL
BY NICOLE L. CRAW AND KAREN STRIDER-IIAMES ’07

J

ust over 20 years ago, Mary Ellen Mazey, Ph.D., had a really good idea.
Afer being named the dean of the College of Liberal Arts in 1999, she had
attended several arts events and performances in the Dayton area at the urging
of then-President Kim Goldenberg. While Mazey enjoyed each one, she and her
husband lef every dinner and show wanting something more.
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“I kept thinking, we have just such great
arts programs at Wright State, why don’t
we showcase those, because we can give
something better,” Mazey said.
“Our students and how talented they
were—back then, that was the best-kept
secret in Dayton. Not enough people knew
about them,” said Jennifer Buckwalter,
assistant dean of the College of Liberal Arts,
who has served in the leadership role in
planning ArtsGala each year since 2005.
Mazey wanted to host something Wright
State, and Dayton, had never seen before—a
collaborative arts showcase to display the
incredible talent of Wright State’s fne and
performing arts students. It would be called
ArtsGala.
On April 13, 2019, ArtsGala will host its
20th event since its inaugural evening.
Mazey said she asked in 1999, “What could
we do that really would shine in the Dayton
area in terms of an arts event, because
[Wright State] had great arts programs
individually, but not collectively. So, the
idea was that we’d put on an evening
that was truly unique and it would be
performances, showcasing the students and
the arts.”
She began contacting everyone within
the College of Liberal Arts, including the
provost, and fundraisers within the Wright
State University Foundation, as well as
Sharon Nelson, former associate dean;
Stuart McDowell, then-chair of theatre,
dance, and motion pictures; Victoria Oleen,
managing director of the Department
of Teatre, Dance, and Motion Pictures;
Linda Caron, current dean of the College
of Liberal Arts and then-chair of art and art
history; Herbert Dregalla, then-chair of the
Department of Music; and Wright State’s
ffh president, Dr. Kim Goldenberg.
“If it hadn’t been for all the people
internally wanting to make it happen, it
would have never happened,” Mazey said.
Mazey’s goal for the frst event was
twofold: 1) make the community aware of
Wright State students’ incredible talents,
and 2) fundraise for scholarships for those
students.

FAR LEFT: THE CREATIVE ARTS CENTER COMES TO LIFE EACH YEAR AT ARTSGALA.
TOP: MARY ELLEN MAZEY, FORMER DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS,
WELCOMES GUESTS TO THE FIRST ARTSGALA ON APRIL 1, 2000. RIGHT: ALUMNUS LARRY
KLABEN ’77, PRESIDENT AND CEO OF MORRIS FURNITURE COMPANY, AND HIS WIFE,
MARILYN, LEARN MORE ABOUT SCULPTING FROM ART STUDENT ELLEN BUKVIC ’15.

Te frst ArtsGala was hosted later
that spring with Mazey spearheading
the eforts, along with support from
Goldenberg, an internal planning
committee, and a host committee.
“I think on the frst event, I was
delighted to see the turnout—it was just
phenomenal. [Te event] was on the frst
anniversary of when I was named dean and
I thought, if this thing doesn’t go well, I’m a
goner!” Mazey laughed.
Since that frst event, ArtsGala has
grown into a magical evening where art
is happening all around—theatre, dance,
music, visual arts, and motion pictures,
showcasing all the fne and performing arts
at Wright State.
More than 800 patrons each year enter
the Commons of the renovated state-ofthe-art Creative Arts Center and move
from one themed dining room to another.
Tey are treated to an aria in one space,
jazz in another, or rock ’n’ roll down the
hall. In the Stein Galleries, patrons talk
with artists as they work and share their
dreams. Tey can even watch a student
flm that may be heralded at a future flm
festival.
“You move throughout the Creative
Arts Center all night long, experiencing
diferent art and entertainment in each
new space,” said Buckwalter. “Add to that a
breathtaking silent auction with hundreds
of items for bid, exquisite fne dining,

bourbon tastings, and specialty cocktails,
and you have a unique event that ofers
something for everyone.”
In the last several years, some incredible,
high-ticket items have been at the silent
auction. Patrons bid on packages, such as
a trip to Rome to meet Tom Hanks on a
set of Angels & Demons, jewelry, furniture,
a grand piano, dinners prepared by local
chefs, golf trips, and much more.
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ARJSGALA
One unique package in the auction’s
earlier years was a lunch with actor Martin
Sheen and a tour of Te West Wing set in
Hollywood.
“I can remember one couple, the
gentleman was an alumnus, and he bid
almost $20,000 for a package to go to
California to see Martin Sheen,” Mazey
said. “And on the plane on the way back, he
wrote another check to the university!”
But any seasoned ArtsGala attendee
knows that, even if you don’t snag a
winning bid at the silent auction, you’re

not going home empty-handed. Guests
cannot leave the signature event without a
miniature piano made from decadent rich
chocolate. In fact, they are so sought-afer,
some attendees have even been caught
stashing them in handbags to ensure they
receive the coveted takeaway.
“Believe me, these pianos have a cult
following!” said Buckwalter. “Tey are
the perfect topper to a brilliant evening,
and something our guests can savor
to remember the rich joy of raising
scholarships for so many amazingly
talented students.”
While the night wouldn’t be possible
without the patrons and donors, ArtsGala
would also not be possible without
the generous support of hundreds of
volunteers, supporters, and sponsors. Many
businesses and individuals have partnered
with ArtsGala for years, having recognized
the tremendous value of this partnership—
for themselves, their businesses, and
students.
Most of the event’s details are handled
by two large committees of volunteers and
staf—the host committee and an internal
committee. Te committees’ main roles
involve recruiting volunteers and attendees
as well as making most of the decisions
on entertainment, catering, and other
logistics.
“Volunteers are Wright State alumni,
faculty, staf, business leaders, or members
WRIGHT.EDU/ALUMNI
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ARTSGALA SCHOLARSHIP ALUMNI:
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
JASMINE (EASLER) SCHMENK ’16, ACTING
“In high school, I was cast as Joanne Jefferson
in RENT, and it shifted the trajectory of my life.
My senior year acting teacher graduated from
Wright State’s theatre program. My frst job after
graduation was playing Joanne Jefferson in the
20th Anniversary National Tour of RENT. I’ve spent
the past two years on the road traveling all over the
country and even to Tokyo.”

STEPHEN MONATH ’16,
MUSIC EDUCATION/PERFORMANCE
“This is my sixth year at Wright State, my second
as a graduate teaching assistant. I am currently
working in my chosen career feld as a frst grade
music teacher in Tipp City. I also direct the Raider
Pep Band at Wright State.”

TOP: MUSIC STUDENT BENJAMIN GEIST ’14, ’16 DELIGHTS GUESTS AT ARTSGALA 2013.
RIGHT: PETER PAN WAS PERFORMED ON THE MAIN STAGE DURING ARTSGALA 2015.

BY THE NUMBERS

$2.7M
350
800
765
116

Raised for
scholarships

Attendees
at the frst ArtsGala
Attendees
at ArtsGala 2018
Scholarships
awarded
Sponsorships
for ArtsGala over
the years

127

Individuals
have served on the
host committee

2,000

Silent auction
items over the
years

8,000+

6
400

Attendees
over the
years

Themed dining rooms
with entertainment

34
32

Student performers/
volunteers each
year

Decorated rocking
chairs auctioned off in
2002

of the community,” Buckwalter said. “But
all are art lovers.”
When asked how many hours go into
one ArtsGala preparation, Buckwalter
laughed, “Tousands, especially when you
think of the students rehearsing for the
night.”
Two of the original supporters of
ArtsGala, Burt and Alice Saidel, serve on
the host committee and were co-chairs in
2001 and 2009.
“ArtsGala began 20 years ago as an
idea at a meeting and has grown into the
most exciting win-win!” said Burt Saidel.
“Te generations mix and match, and are
mutually inspired.”
In the last several years, many generous
sponsors have supported the event,
including Morris Furniture Company and
Wright State’s Barnes & Noble Bookstore,
both serving as presenting sponsors for
many years.
ArtsGala is an event Caron waits for all
year.
“ArtsGala is my favorite night of the
year! I think the most fun for members of
the community is that they not only see
the talent of our students but get to talk
with them and hear about their hopes
and dreams,” said Caron. “Students are in
awe that people they don’t even know care
about their future and their success.”
Since 2000, ArtsGala has raised more

than $2.7 million in arts scholarships,
equaling 765 individual scholarships
provided for students, allowing them to see
a future not only at Wright State, but into
careers creating art.
“Our students truly need the freedom
these scholarships provide,” said
Buckwalter. “Tey are in the Creative Arts
Center in class and then rehearsals until
the wee hours, so they have little time for
outside employment. Tey practically live
in that building.”
Te scholarship money raised during
ArtsGala is crucial for the College of
Liberal Arts’ programs and students—
helping departments attract and retain
talented students, and maintain the
college’s high-caliber programs. Te
college’s arts programs are rigorous and
demanding. ArtsGala scholarships allow
them to focus on studying and honing
their craf, rather than worrying about
working to fully fund their education.
Mark Antony Howard, a sophomore
acting major and recipient of an ArtsGala
scholarship, said he is very thankful for the
support.
“I don’t know if I would be here without
the scholarship,” he said. “I want to be an
actor, and I don’t know if I would be able to
do that without the donors.”
In honor of the 20th year, ArtsGala has
taken the fundraising opportunities a step

further by introducing a new society to
signifcantly increase scholarship support
for students and to honor the legacy the
event has built in the community.
Te ArtsGala Society, developed by one
of the original founders, alumnus Larry
Klaben ’77, will include tickets to ArtsGala
2019, name recognition in the program,
and an opportunity to meet the recipients
of ArtsGala scholarship support.
“Tanks to alumnus and supporter,
Larry Klaben, who developed this, the
new society will allow our patrons to make
an immediate, transformative impact
on our students,” Buckwalter said. “We
really appreciate Larry Klaben and his
wife, Marilyn, who have been generous
supporters of ArtsGala since the very
beginning.”
Te two goals put in place by Mazey
at the start remain constants. But, even
as these 20 years have passed, Mazey
admits she didn’t quite recognize what a
huge success and premier event it would
become.
“When I came back on the 10th
anniversary, the radio station said
[ArtsGala] had become the premier arts
event of the Miami Valley,” Mazey said.
“I think that was, to me, the greatest
compliment.”

SCOTTI STONEBURNER ’16, DANCE
“I currently live in Orlando, Florida, and I am an
equity performer at Beauty and the Beast Live
Onstage at Hollywood Studios. When I’m not
working for Disney, I also perform at Universal
Studios as a Beauxbaton dancer in Hogsmeade at
the Triwizard Spirit Rally. I also spend some nights at
Disney Springs dancing as a fapper dancer.”

PHIL BRADLEY-HUTCHISON ’10,
MUSIC PERFORMANCE
“I work as a print engineer for the Lorenz
Corporation. I also regularly freelance as a trumpet
player locally, mainly with pop music groups. I’ve
played at Levitt Pavilion (D Funk All Stars), Dayton
Reggae Festival, Dayton Jazz Festival, Fraze Pavilion,
and the Werk-Out Music and Arts festival.”

BENJAMIN GARCHAR ’09,
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
“Living now in Brooklyn. I’ve directed a number of
short flms that have played online, at festivals, and
across the country. I’ve also been able to work as
an editor with flmmakers such as Laura Poitras and
Alex Gibney. Most recently I edited a feature flm that
premiered at BAM Cinemafest in Brooklyn.”

ANDREW DAILEY ’05, ART
“I went on to obtain an M.F.A. from Miami University.
In 2011, I was honored to receive an Individual
Excellence Award from the Ohio Arts Council. I
actively create and show my artwork on a local,
regional, and national level. I currently work as
the cultural arts program supervisor for the City of
Kettering, Ohio, primarily at Rosewood Arts Centre.”
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Border knows from frsthand experience how
Obi could be a great dining feature for Wright State
students with disabilities.
When she was a frst-year student at Wright State,
Border would ofen skip meals in the cafeteria because
it was socially awkward for her. Her disability required
that someone feed her or that she eat her food directly
with her mouth.
“Students with disabilities just want to feel
connected and be a part of the community,” Border
explained.
Te Obi devices will be incorporated into the two
campus dining locations where many of Wright State’s
students with disabilities eat on a daily basis. Tose
15 to 20 students with multiple disabilities currently
receive personal assistance from a pool of caregivers
who assist and help feed them.
“We are incredibly grateful to the Christopher &
Dana Reeve Foundation,” said Rebecca Cole, vice
president for advancement and president of the
Wright State University Foundation. “Because of the
generosity of the Reeve Foundation, any Wright State
student who needs assistance with eating will now
enjoy the independence that Obi provides.”

Serving up accessibility

New technology promises a better dining experience for students with disabilities
BY JIM HANNAH AND KIM PATTON

A

grant from the Christopher & Dana Reeve Foundation
could revolutionize how Wright State University students
with disabilities eat their meals.
Tanks to the $15,000 Direct Efect Quality of Life grant from
the Reeve Foundation, Wright State’s Ofce of Disability Services
was able to purchase three robotic dining devices for students
who need assistance feeding themselves.
Obi—invented by Jon Dekar, president and co-founder of
Dayton-based DESiN, LLC—enables diners to have a more
empowering and independent experience by giving them control
over selecting food items and using a spoon to guide food to
their mouths. Te robot can be programmed for 6,000 diferent
feeding positions within one millimeter of accuracy.

34

Dekar came up with the concept of Obi afer watching his
grandmother spoon-feed his grandfather, who sufered from a
degenerative neuromuscular disease.
“I became appalled that in the 21st century, there wasn’t a
technology or signifcant product in the market that addresses
this basic human need. Eating is arguably the most basic human
need,” said Dekar. “I just became ferociously driven and obsessed
with doing something about that.”
Wright State alumna Jenny Border ’11 has used Obi to eat
numerous times. She said the device has transformed the dining
experience for her, enabling her to better engage socially with
her dining companions and attend important professional
networking events that involve meals.

ALUMNA JENNY BORDER ’11 TRIES OUT THE OBI WITH INVENTOR JON DEKAR, PRESIDENT AND
CO-FOUNDER OF DESIN, LLC, AND ANTHONY GRIGSBY FROM WRIGHT STATE HOSPITALITY SERVICES.

“If what I’m doing, as an average school
teacher in Dayton Public Schools, can
make a difference to hundreds, maybe
thousands of students’ lives, then you
can make a difference, too.”
CYNTHIA JONES
CLASS OF 2005, MASTER OF EDUCATION

YOUR GIFT. THEIR FUTURE.
Wright State University’s Offce of Planned Giving is
ready to assist you in creating your unique legacy.
Bill Bigham, Director of Planned Giving
(937) 775-3694 | plannedgiving@wright.edu
wright.giftlegacy.com
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I

Overcoming the impossible

I

BY MICAH KARR ’19

When
she was younger, she assumed that meant she had to go into a medical
feld to maybe become a doctor or nurse, even though that didn’t
really interest her. Afer evaluating her strengths and weaknesses, she
realized she could help people in another way—as a lawyer.
“My interest in the legal system has always been there,” she said. “It
just took me time to refect and know what career feld I belong in.”
Kilby is a senior majoring in political science and liberal studies,
with a minor in legal studies. She said she decided to go into political
science because it was a popular degree option for students planning
to go into law. Afer she graduates from Wright State, she aspires to go
to law school and practice as a defamation attorney.
Growing up, Kilby was nearly never alone. One of nine siblings,
there was always someone for her to hang out with or bother her. She
said she enjoyed living with all her siblings.
“My siblings are my best friends,” she said. “We push each other
every day to excel in life. Having so many siblings gives me the
opportunity to be a mentor and lead by example in all aspects of life.”
During third grade, Kilby was diagnosed with six diferent learning
disabilities. She used tutors all through high school, although she
continued to struggle. Additionally, she said at a young age, someone
told her working in a medical feld was “impossible.”
“Te lawyer in me does not like to be told what I can and can’t do,
and that is what drove me to overcome ‘impossible’ odds,” she said.
While at Wright State, Kilby said she has taken full advantage of the
resources in the Ofce of Disability Services and is overwhelmingly
appreciative of its assistance to help all students succeed.
“Being part of the disability services program has never dulled my
passion for law,” she said. “However, it took me a long time to get to
the point where I ‘learned how to learn’ and discovered that I can and
will do great things.”
At Wright State, she has been on the dean’s list every semester and
will graduate in May with two degrees she earned in just three years.
Additionally, in 2018 she was awarded the Tompson Hine Pre-Law
Scholarship from Tompson Hine LLP, a law frm in the Dayton area.
“I appreciate the opportunity and how it will help me achieve my
future goals in the legal profession,” she said. “[And] I appreciate so
greatly the fact that this scholarship has encouraged my legal studies,
specifcally because I am enrolled with disability services.”
In the past, Kilby said she had used her learning disability as an
excuse to underperform in school, but as she continued in her high
school and college career, she learned this was not true.
“Having a disability isn’t an excuse to do poorly in school. If
anything, it is a reason to try even harder than those around you and
achieve your goals despite the odds stacked against you,” she said.

OLIVIA KILBY ’19 HAS ALWAYS WANTED TO HELP PEOPLE.
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59 seconds.

That’s all it took for the Wright brothers to change the world.
And not just any kind of change—transformative,
awe-inducing, shake-the-foundations-of-the-world change.
And they were just some guys from Dayton, Ohio.

Olivia
Kilby ’19

At Wright State University, our alumni like you are part of that legacy. As a student,
you came to Wright State and followed a path to your current success.
Do you know someone considering attending Wright State? Help us share the Wright
State story. Tell them how Wright State helped you achieve your dreams and your
favorite memories of campus.
It only takes 59 seconds to change someone’s life.

Visit wright.edu/admissions to learn more
about how Wright State helps students.
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WRIGHT STATE ATHLETICS HONORS
FOUR INDUCTEES TO THE RAIDER HALL OF FAME
BY BOB NOSS ’03

E

very fve years, Wright State
Athletics honors its fnest in athletic
achievement, and this year’s class is no
exception. Te inductees include a wide
range of athletes and coaches who have
represented the university and the Raiders
on many diferent stages with skill and
dedication.
“Tis Hall of Fame class truly exemplifes
the best of Wright State Athletics,” said Bob
Grant, director of athletics.

GORDIE WISE, SUPPORTER, (1967–2018)

For nearly 50 years, the voice that echoed
through the rafers during Wright State
men’s basketball games has been that of the
same person—Gordie Wise.
Wise announced his retirement this
season and was honored for his 49 years of
38

service before a men’s basketball game in
December. He received a standing ovation
from the crowd and was presented with a
silver microphone by Grant.
“If we had a Mount Rushmore for
athletics, Gordie Wise would be on it,” said
Grant.
Wise played an integral role in the
creation of Wright State Athletics as early
as 1967 and continued to have a major
presence over the course of the university’s
frst half-century. He was a member of
the original committee that studied the
feasibility of starting an athletic program
at Wright State. He wrote the original
constitution for the Athletic Council,
created to ensure faculty involvement
of athletics. He was the frst chair of the
Athletic Council and served on that
council for 21 years.
“Gordie was our ‘Tomas Jeferson’
in that he wrote the original athletic
constitution and supported the department
in so many ways through the years,” said
Grant.
At Wright State, he became a member
of the NCAA and was appointed faculty
athletics representative, a post he held for
19 years. When men’s basketball began, he
was the original public address announcer,
a position he held for 49 years until his
retirement this season.
“I got to do the fun stuf, and fun it was,”
Wise said. “Some of the Athletic Council

The Wright State Athletic Hall of Fame, located
on the concourse level of the Nutter Center, was
started in 1985 with the induction of the frst
director of athletics, Don Mohr. Since then, nine
have gone in for coaching, fve administrators,
one team, and 55 former student athletes have
been inducted over the years. Ceremonies have
taken many different forms and timing over the
decades and currently happen every fve years.
For more information on the Raider Hall of Fame
or Wright State Athletics, go to wsuraiders.com.
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“Tis Hall of Fame class truly exemplifes the best of
Wright State Athletics.”
BOB GRANT
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS

stuf wasn’t fun, but it was signifcant. It
was doing the job that was needed to be
done and enjoying doing it.”
He is best known for coining the phrase,
“Welcome to the campus of Wright State
University, and another exciting night of
‘Raider Roundball.’”
“As I refect over the last half century,
being the PA announcer was icing on
the cake,” Wise said. “How blessed I have
been; the athletics program at Wright State
University has been for my life.”
He lives in Piqua, Ohio, with his wife,
Susie.

student-athlete in any sport to advance to
the semifnals of an NCAA event when she
did so at the track and feld championships
in 2011 and 2012 in the 100-meter hurdles.
“I am forever in debt to the coaches here,
and it is a great environment that allowed
me to grow,” Lloyd said. “Coach Fabian
Corbillon spent time with me and built my
confdence to pursue my passion during
college and still now afer college.”
Lloyd was the Horizon League
Champion in the 60-meter hurdles and
100-meter hurdles each year. She also
holds the school indoor records for the 55and 60-meter dashes and was part of the
4x200-meter relay team and is the outdoor
record holder for the 100-meter dash,
100-meter hurdles, 4x100- and 4x200meter relay teams.
She holds the Horizon League
Championships indoor record for the
60-meter hurdles, and outdoor for the
100-meter hurdles. Lloyd was also the
League Newcomer of the Year in 2009. In
2012 she was the Horizon League’s NCAA

Woman of the Year nominee. She currently
resides in Springfeld, Ohio.
“My friendships I made here are my
friends for a lifetime,” said Lloyd. “I didn’t
expect this great honor to come so soon. It
is defnitely a privilege.”

VAUGHN DUGGINS, BASKETBALL
(2007–11)

Vaughn Duggins played for the Raider
basketball team from 2007 to 2011. A
freshman on the 2007 Horizon League
team that advanced to the NCAA
Tournament, he was a three-time most
valuable player, twice all-league frst
team, and once second team, as well as a
member of the Newcomer Team in 2007

and All-Defensive Team in 2010.
“Vaughn helped change and elevate our
men’s basketball program from the minute
he showed up on our campus,” said Grant.
Duggins is currently the third all-time
leading scorer with 1,777 points, eighth
in feld goals made (611), fourth in threes
made (187), fourth in free throws made
(368), seventh in assists (330), and frst in
minutes played (4,428).
“Tis is surreal,” Duggins said. “I always
knew what I wanted to do in life. I am
thankful, there are variables, but to look
around at the others in the Hall of Fame
makes this experience very humbling.”
Following his Wright State career, he
played seven years professionally in both
Germany and France. He currently lives
with his wife, Maria—a former Wright
State and Northern Kentucky women’s
basketball player—and their two children,
Gianni, 3, and Penelope, 1, in Indianapolis.
“To be at a school that literally gave me
everything and a school I gave everything

for, it is humbling,” said Duggins. “I will
always be in debt to Wright State.”

HAROLD MILLER, DIVING COACH
(1973–2018)

Harold Miller was diving coach for the
successful swimming and diving team,
instrumental in its development in 1973
until his passing in October 2018. He acted

Kentucky Wine Trail Tour
Weekend bus trip to Kentucky’s
best wineries and vineyards
May 18–19, 2019
Baltic and Scandinavian
Ballads
Luxury cruise from
Stockholm to Copenhagen
June 13–24, 2019

CASSANDRA LLOYD, TRACK (2008–12)

Cassandra Lloyd fnished her career at
Wright State in 2012 as perhaps the most
accomplished student-athlete in school
history. She was named the Wright State
Female Athlete of the Year as well as the
Horizon League Track Athlete of the Year
each of her four years.
“Cassandra may have been the most
dominant student-athlete in a particular
sport in our history,” said Grant.
Te Springfeld native became the frst
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THE HALL OF FAME INDUCTION CEREMONY AND BANQUET TOOK PLACE ON FEBRUARY 22 AT THE NUTTER CENTER.
THE CLASS OF 2019 WAS ALSO INTRODUCED DURING THE MEN’S BASKETBALL GAME FEBRUARY 23.
THIS CLASS OF FOUR NOW BRINGS THE TOTAL IN THE HALL OF FAME TO 70.

For more information or
to book a tour, please visit
wrightstatealumni.com/travel
or call (937) 775-2620.

Inspiring Italy
Luxury cruise from
Venice to Monte Carlo
September 1–12, 2019

as head coach or assistant coach of the
diving program at various times through
the years, making himself available to help
in any way that was needed.
“Harold was a pioneer in our swimming
and diving program,” said Grant. “[He]
impacted countless student-athletes in a
wonderful way.”
Miller also worked with young divers
in the area, starting the Dayton Raiders
diving club in 1973 that created a pipeline
for Wright State’s program. He coached
11 All-Americans, two YMCA national
champions, and one National Junior
Olympic champion.
In 2003, Miller was the recipient of
the athletic department’s Angelo “Tony”
Tononi Award, presented to someone who
has contributed above and beyond through
the years. Miller’s son, Rick, was a standout
diver for the Raiders and a current
member of the Wright State Athletic Hall
of Fame.

Colors, Coasts, & Coves of
Canada & New England
Luxury cruise from
New York City to Montréal
September 27–October 8, 2019
Chicago Holiday Bus Tour
December 13–15, 2019
Wright State Alumni EXCLUSIVE
Norwegian Cruise to Bermuda
Luxury cruise from
New York City to Bermuda
May 3–10, 2020

Kentucky Bourbon Tour
Weekend bus trip to Kentucky’s
best bourbon distilleries
September 14–15, 2019
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“Te most rewarding part of my job is helping individuals
and teams succeed in solving problems and creating
solutions. I have the opportunity to work with amazing
teams in technology and analytics. Learning from and
with them on a daily basis is what keeps me where I am.”

Deere to
her heart

Wright State alumna Elizabeth Conzo-Kershner ’00
fourishes as a leader in precision agriculture at
John Deere
BY JIM HANNAH

G

rowing up on a dairy farm in central Ohio, Elizabeth
Conzo-Kershner ’00 had to be an early riser to get her
chores done. Tat hasn’t changed much. Even today, the Wright
State University alumna is in her ofce in Des Moines, Iowa, by
6 a.m.
Te diference is that Conzo-Kershner now leads analytics
in precision agriculture at John Deere, a Fortune 500 company
with a rich history that manufactures agricultural, construction
and forestry machinery; diesel engines, axles, transmissions, and
gearboxes used in heavy equipment; and lawn care equipment.
Conzo-Kershner’s diverse team of data scientists, engineers,
and agronomists develop solutions and insights to improve
outcomes for the business, John Deere dealers, and ultimately
farmers.
Precision agriculture is a farm management concept based on
observing, measuring, and responding to feld variability in the
growing of crops, ofen through the use of satellites or drones.
Sensors measure moisture and nitrogen levels to seed and spray
at the exact levels needed to maximize yields and preserve
resources.
Afer her early-morning arrival, Conzo-Kershner usually
spends much of her day listening to project updates or giving
updates to leadership. Currently, she has 14 direct reports, so
she spends a lot of time in one-on-one meetings to understand
progress and provide input on various projects.
Te most challenging and exciting part of her job is working to
keep up with technology, an ever-changing landscape.
“Te most rewarding part of my job is helping individuals
and teams succeed in solving problems and creating solutions,”
she said. “I have the opportunity to work with amazing teams
in technology and analytics. Learning from and with them on a
42

daily basis is what keeps me where I am.”
Conzo-Kershner has been working in or leading analytics
teams at John Deere for 15 years in manufacturing and sales
marketing. She helped develop and inject predictive modeling
into Deere’s sales and operations planning process and led the
establishment of processes and models to support inventory
optimization.
Conzo-Kershner grew up in Marysville, Ohio, graduating from
Fairbanks High School in 1997. She enrolled at Wright State afer
receiving a full valedictorian/salutatorian scholarship to study
applied economics.
Along the way, she was active in campus leadership, serving as
president of Student Government and treasurer of the Zeta Tau
Alpha sorority. She was also a member of the economics club and
Model UN.
“I am grateful for the leadership opportunities in multiple
organizations,” she said. “I also found the faculty to be incredibly
accessible during my time at Wright State.”
Conzo-Kershner is especially remembered during her time
with Student Government for spearheading and starting a
program for student government leadership within Ohio to
provide members the opportunity to share ideas and network
with other student government leaders across the state. Her idea
sparked the Ohio Student Government Summit, as a part of the

Ohio Student Government Association.
“She is an admired alumna for what she did as a student, and
also for how successful she has been in the business world,” said
Holley Mapel ’19, former student body vice president, 2017–18.
“I’m grateful for her continual support by being a donor to the
SGA scholarship fund and proud champion of Wright State.”
Conzo-Kershner also had a very heavy hand in getting a
student government scholarship established when she was a
student, and helping to get it endowed recently in 2018.
On a more personal level, she has established a scholarship
named in the memory of her late brother, Jacob Repasky, who
passed away before fnishing his college career. Te scholarship
provides fnancial support to students who are engaged in
extracurricular activities while pursuing business and economics
degrees, but particularly for female students. Her initial
intention with the scholarship, she said, was to also encourage
more leadership opportunities and advancement for women in
economics.
“I frmly believe that my opportunity to participate in these
activities helped prepare me for the job market and allowed me
to build a diverse network of contacts and friends,” said ConzoKershner. “I’m hopeful that the scholarship can allow others to
free up some time to participate in campus groups.”
Afer graduating with her bachelor’s degree in economics in
2000, Conzo-Kershner went to Washington, D.C., where she
worked as an economist in the U.S. Department of Commerce.
She later returned to the Midwest, where she worked for four
years as an assistant director in the Fisher College of Business at
Te Ohio State University.
Conzo-Kershner’s passion at that time was econometric
forecasting, so she began looking for jobs with companies
that were applying that in their core processes. Tat led her
to a position at John Deere, which was seeking an entry-level
forecaster.
Over the next 15 years, Conzo-Kershner was given the
opportunity at John Deere to apply her passion for analytics
across multiple functions and around the world. She also enrolled
at Kansas State University and earned her master’s degree in
agribusiness in 2009.

She has held nine diferent
roles in three states and two
countries, and spent a year living
in China leading John Deere’s
order fulfllment processes in
multiple factories.
Conzo-Kershner has been
back on Wright State’s campus
several times to serve as an
advisor on the Raj Soin College
of Business Corporate Advisory Board. In 2017, she visited
Rike Hall to speak to a group of students about her role at John
Deere, but also her time at Wright State. Her one key piece of
advice to students was to “enjoy college, [but] take advantage
of opportunities to be a leader that getting involved in student
organizations can provide.”
“Liz was a breathtakingly impressive student—highly
intelligent and motivated, she was a natural leader who served
as a role model for students in the Raj Soin College of Business
and across campus,” said Tomas Traynor, Ph.D., interim dean of
the Raj Soin College of Business. “Liz is a very successful alumna
who I am very happy to now have as a part of our college’s
corporate advisory board.”
Conzo-Kershner has words of wisdom for students, especially
women, seeking leadership positions in the corporate world.
“Always keep learning, humbly take credit when it’s due, and be
careful not to sign up for too many unpromotable tasks,” she said.
“And always ask for what you want.”
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RAIDER EVENTS
MAY

AUG

18-19

2

2

1
Kentucky Wine Trail Tour

43rd Annual Legacy Scholarship Golf Outing

This highly anticipated Saturday-to-Sunday trip will tour
fve of the fnest wineries in Kentucky, with tastings at each
stop. They include: Brianza Gardens, Verona Vineyards,
Little Kentucky River, Old 502, and Forest Edge. For more
information, visit wrightstatealumni.com/winetour.

The 43rd Annual Legacy Scholarship Golf Outing will take
place on August 2, 2019. Participants will enjoy a beautiful day
of golf, and all proceeds will go toward student scholarships.

SEPT

4

OCT

21

5

3

Sapphire Jubilee Gala

Inaugural Festival of Flight

The African American Alumni Society (AAAS) is proud to
present the inaugural Sapphire Jubilee to recognize the
contributions of black alumni, students, faculty, and staff.

An all-day celebration of the Miami Valley’s rich heritage in
fight! Wright State University and local community partners
present a day of education, entertainment, and food and drink
that highlight our namesakes, the Wright brothers.

5

6

For more information on upcoming alumni events,
visit wrightstatealumni.com/events.
APRIL 13
20th Annual ArtsGala

JUNE 29
Cincinnati Reds Bus Trip

AUGUST 26
First Day of Classes

OCTOBER 5–6
Homecoming Weekend

MAY 4
Spring Commencement

JULY 21
Wright State Day at
Kings Island

SEPTEMBER 14–15
Bourbon Tour

OCTOBER 12
Amigos Latinx Gala

OCTOBER 1
3rd Annual
Wright Day to Give

DECEMBER 13–15
Chicago Holiday Bus Tour

JUNE 8
Wright State Day at the
Dayton Dragons

44

AUGUST 3
Alumni College

8

7

1 More than 250 Wright State alumni gathered in the Berry Room for the annual Alumni Beer
Tasting on January 26. 2 Student Emma Peterson ’19 celebrated Wright State’s Founder’s
Day with the second annual Wright Day to Give on October 1. 3 Students Ian Fitzhugh ’22
and Dominique McPhaul ’20 and alumnus Jordan Jones ’18 enjoyed the band My Girl Friday
at the 2018 Homecoming Festival. 4 GradX and the Fraternity and Sorority Alumni Society
celebrated the holidays at Wilderness Agency, a Dayton creative firm owned by alumnus
Richard Kaiser ’08, in December. 5 More than 40 alumni and their families volunteered at the
Dayton Foodbank on Alumni Service Day on November 10. 6 Alumni Sara Adducchio ’13, Angie
Prickett ’05, ’09, and Tyler Urse ’16 and their families cheered on the men’s basketball team vs.
IUPUI on December 30. 7 Volunteer Emily Bundesen ’20 got to work sorting clothes during
Alumni Service Day in November at Dayton-area nonprofit Clothes That Work. 8 Student Shaun
Wenrick ’19 smiles during the Chili Cookoff at the 2018 Homecoming Festival.
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IN MEMORIAM

FAREWELLS
2000s–2010s
Lisa Evette Butler ’06
Sheryl Anne Cantu ’02
Jefery Allen Casteel ’07
Tamara Kay Dallenbach ’00, ’02
Ryan A. Devilbiss ’08
Michael S. Faucher ’05, ’07
Victoria Diane Luna ’02
Dr. Aimee Ann Racz ’05
Simone Nicole Smith-Jones ’06

1990s
Virginia Lee Barker ’91
Shelly Ann Black ’90
Dale Anthony Brookhart ’90
James P. Cowell ’90
Dr. Candice Beth Flaugher ’94
Virginia Jo Havens ’92
Alycia Eileen Lee ’96, ’02
Susan Marceil Lightcap ’94
Gregory Charles Nangle ’96
Jerry Randall Nef ’90
James Frank Parker ’90
Buck Allen Truitt ’96

1980s
Maria Bernadette Adams ’87, ’87
Dr. John Benard Arbaugh ’89
Feryl Virginia Ely ’85
Madonna Jean Fischer ’89
Gaylee M. Foley ’80
Avril Margaret Garscadden ’86, ’88
Raymond Tomas Grifn ’80
Dr. Alan Eugene Herner ’80, ’80, ’11
June E. Johnson ’80
Donald Eugene Kinsler ’87
Corina E. Merker ’81
Daniel J. O’Kane ’81
Anthony A. Pestona ’81
Mary Lee Runyan ’82
Dr. Ralph Joseph Smith ’83
Dr. Nedra Soltow ’86
Joyce Marie Tornberry ’87
Mary Wilma Troxwell ’82
Sheryl Lee Virts ’80

1970s
Vernon F. Brannon, ’75
Teresa Ann Buchanan ’79 ’86
Geraldine N. Drefe ’72
Patrick Carl Hershey ’70, ’84
Mary Jane Huber ’74
Garry Lee Johnson ’73, ’77
David B. Lemming ’73
Wayne O. Maurer ’73, ’74
June Ellen Meitz ’72, ’74
Harry L. Rudy ’77
Amelia Joan Sanner ’79
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Jef P. Schmitt ’76
Shirley M. Shroer ’71
Michael G. Scott ’74
Robert H. Stamper ’76
Jack R. Stroman ’75
Kathleen M. Stroup-Kasper ’76
Julie Ann Van Nuys ’73, ’84

1960s
Susan Lynne Stiller ’68

FACULTY AND STAFF
James Whitman Agna
Elli Bambakidis ’79, ’83
James E. Brandeberry
Cecile Cary
Barbara “Jean” Denney ’02
Mary Donahoe
Carol Haskell Dowling
John W. Ellison
John F. Fleischauer
R. Kent Goodin
Julián Gómez Cambronero
Paul R. Grifn ’73
John Tomas Holm ’93
Rena Kay
Tomas A. Knapke
Clyde Edward Mallory, Sr.
Shirley Monnin
Walter Morgan
Barbara Lee (Brown) Musselman ’69
Randall S. Paul
Paul Schreibman
Frances “Frankie” Spence
JoAnn Topmiller
Celesta Ann Warner
Scot Woolley

We rely on family and newspaper
obituaries to inform us of the deaths
of Wright State alumni, faculty, and
staff. This list was compiled between
May 2018 and February 2019. Please
send all death notices to
alumni_news@wright.edu.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF
DISABILITY SERVICES

Barbara “Jean” Denney

FOUNDING DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

James E. Brandeberry
James E. Brandeberry was an
instrumental part of fundraising
and designing the Russ Engineering
Center and the Joshi Research Center
at Wright State. His legacy lives on in
the Brandeberry Career Development
Center, named in his honor, which is
housed in the Joshi Research Center.
Brandeberry died on Sept. 7, 2018, in his home. He
was 78. His wife, three daughters, fve grandchildren, one
sister, one brother, and several nieces and nephews survive
him. He and his wife were married for 56 years.
“We in the college are deeply saddened by the news
of Dean Brandeberry’s passing. Directly or through
the legacy of his work and contributions, he has had
a profound impact on all of us within the college, the
broader Wright State community, and the Dayton region,”
said Brian Rigling, Ph.D., interim dean for the College
of Engineering and Computer Science. “His presence
changed the landscape of the felds of engineering and
computer science in the Miami Valley, and the alumni of
the college that he frst led will be impacting communities
around the globe for generations to come.”
In 1969, Brandeberry began a 36-year career at
Wright State as a professor in the electrical engineering
department. He helped launch the university’s computer
science department, became its chair, lef to work in the
private sector, but returned a year later and was named
the founding dean of the College of Engineering and
Computer Science in 1986. In retirement, he opened
Brandeberry Winery and was afectionately known as the
“Lil’ Olde Winemaker.” He continued his love for teaching
by sharing his knowledge of wine and serving as a mentor
to many. He was an avid gardener and loved spending
time with his family.
Kelly Brandeberry, one of Jim’s three daughters, said her
father’s “integrity and honesty in everything he did and
with everyone he met caused people to have such a deep
respect and love for him.”
“He had two wonderful careers that he loved. And
in both he loved to teach. He was a teacher at heart.
Whether he was teaching engineering at Wright State or
winemaking at the winery, it’s what made him tick. He was
an open book and loved to share his knowledge.”
Memorial contributions may be made to the James and
Sharon Brandeberry Endowed Scholarship Fund.

PROFESSOR OF BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

Julián Gómez Cambronero
Troughout his life, Julián Gómez Cambronero carried out extensive scientifc work.
He was the director of the hematology course and a professor of biochemistry and
molecular biology. He conducted outstanding work in the fght against cancer, such
as discovering a key protein that plays a critical role in the development of breast
cancer tumors and the spread of disease to the nearby lungs.
Cambronero died on Nov. 12, 2018, in Dayton. He was 59. Te mayor of his
hometown, Manzanares, Spain, said that his passing is “an irreparable loss for the
entire world,” and it will soon be recognizing Cambronero as a fgure “who must
always be present in our town.”
Born in Manzanares, Ciudad Real, Spain, Cambronero was fascinated with science
and the physical universe, leading him to complete his Ph.D. in biochemistry
and immunology at the Complutense University in Madrid, Spain, in 1986. He
immigrated with his wife Teresa and son David to the United States, having been
granted a rare “Einstein Visa.”
Cambronero began work at Wright State in 1995 as a tenure-track assistant
professorship in the Department of Physiology and Biophysics. He was named an
honorary professor at Southern Medical University in Guangzhou, China, in 2012
and was awarded the title of Brage Golding Distinguished Professor of Research in
2013. Additionally, he received the Professional Achievement “Sembrador” Award
from the City of Manzanares in 2004 and was named as the “Hijo Predilecto” in
2014.
Cambronero secured more than $6 million in research funding from National
Institutes of Health, the American Heart Association, and other agencies. He
authored about 100 peer-reviewed publications, presented more than 60 abstracts at
various conferences, and reviewed manuscripts for more than 20 scientifc journals
and for the NIH.
Cambronero’s legacy will continue to make science available to the general
public with his “Walk through the Solar System,” a scale model of the solar system,
where representations of the sun and the planets have been positioned along a path
throughout a public park in Manzanares, Spain, which was inspired by his time
spent helping his daughter, Julia, with her science homework.
Julia, named afer her father, graduated summa cum laude from Wright State last
spring with degrees in acting and Spanish. She said her father was the most brilliant
man she will ever meet and always had a smile for everyone.
“My heart has been broken into as many pieces as there are stars in the cosmos,”
she said. “I love you until the numbers stop, Dad. Say ‘hi’ to Carl Sagan for me.”

For 31 years,
Barbara “Jean”
Denney mentored
and encouraged
students in
roles at Wright
State as adapted
recreation
coordinator in disability services,
director of campus recreation,
and associate director of disability
services. She was a devoted and
passionate student advocate,
impacting many students through the
years. Tese students have gone on to
become professionals in their felds.
Denney died on Oct. 6, 2018.
She was 64. Troughout her life,
she battled various forms of cancer
and celebrated being a survivor of
breast cancer for 25 years. She was
an inspiration and a role model to all
who fght the disease. She maintained
a bright smile, a big heart, and a
hearty laugh.
Born April 8, 1954, in Dayton,
Denney graduated from Kansas State
University with a B.S. in recreational
leadership and health, physical
education, and recreation. She
received an M.A. in adapted physical
education and student afairs in
higher education from Wright State
while working as a graduate teaching
assistant and adjunct instructor.
Always the prankster, Denney
traveled with a suitcase flled with
silly props to elevate the level of fun
for any occasion. She embraced life,
never fearing it. She loved the Ohio
State Buckeyes, travel, golfng, birding,
camping, and time spent with her
friends. Denney thoroughly enjoyed
the outdoors and taught backpacking
classes at Kettering Adult School.
She has donated her body to the
Anatomical Gif Program at Wright
State.
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DEAN, LAKE CAMPUS

PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Tomas A. Knapke, 75

Randall S. Paul, 62

Tomas A. Knapke was a strong
supporter of Wright State’s Lake Campus
since 1977. He served as dean from 1979
to 1983. Additionally, he taught business
classes while also serving as the director
of the Small Business Enterprise Center
from 1983 to 2001. In 1995, Knapke
became M.B.A. advisor and interim
assistant dean as well as assistant dean for development until
his retirement in 2006.
Knapke died on Oct. 4, 2018, at his home in St. Marys,
Ohio. He was 76. Afer his retirement, he was the chair of the
Capital Campaign Committee that spearheaded fundraising
to renovate the Lake Campus in 2007, and was the driving
force to create the campus’ frst residential unit in 2010.
Born on October 23, 1941, in Coldwater, Ohio, Knapke was
a frm believer in higher education and lifelong learning.
Knapke received his B.A. from the University of Dayton.
He taught and coached at Marion Local Schools and earned
his M.B.A. at Ball State in 1968. He was the athletic director
and principal at Marion Local and became superintendent
of Minster Schools and then Parkway Schools. He earned his
Ph.D. in education administration from Bowling Green State
University in 1981.
Troughout his life, Knapke was a tremendous force for
leading positive change in his community. He was especially
committed to ensuring future generations the opportunity to
enjoy natural resources.
Memorials can be made to the Tomas A. and Ann K.
Knapke Scholarship through the Western Ohio Educational
Foundation at Wright State University–Lake Campus.

Randall S. Paul lef a legacy of inspired
teaching for hundreds of his beloved
students. He was a kind, compassionate,
and selfess colleague, and his leadership
will serve as an inspiration for years to
come.
Paul died on Aug. 19, 2018. He was 62.
All who knew him will miss his sense of
humor, his positive outlook, and most of all, his exuberant
laughter. He was a renowned performer and performed all
over the world, including the Virgin Islands, Canada, Korea,
China, and Japan. He performed at numerous prestigious
venues, including the High Museum of Art in Atlanta,
the Tampa Bay Performing Arts Center, and the Lincoln
Center Bruno Walter Auditorium. His debut performance at
Carnegie Hall received critical acclaim in Te New York Times.
In 1988, Paul was promoted from adjunct to professor of
clarinet and was appointed director of the Wright State School
of Music in 2011.
Paul served as the Ohio chairperson for the International
Clarinet Association and appeared frequently at the Ohio
Music Educators’ Convention as a performer and clinician.
A renowned performer, he was soloist and conductor at the
International Clarinet Association Convention, the Oklahoma
Clarinet Symposium, the International Flute Association
Convention, and the World Saxophone Congress, and
performed on several nationally distributed recordings.
Memorials can be made to the Randall S. Paul Music
Scholarship Fund, which will beneft students in the School
of Music.

PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS

Scot G. Woolley
Scot Gregory Woolley passed away suddenly on January 26, 2019,
at the age of 60. He was primarily known across the Miami Valley
for his associations with the Human Race Teatre Company and
Wright State University.
At the time of his death, Scot was serving in his seventh year as
music director at Wright State. In addition to last fall’s Crazy for
You, he also conducted Grand Hotel, Hot Mikado, Les Misérables,
No, No, Nanette, and Fiddler on the Roof, among many others.
“Scot was one of the most infuential and revered teachers in
this department,” Joe Deer, chair of Wright State’s Department
of Teatre, Dance, and Motion Pictures, told the Dayton Daily
News. “His mastery of every style of musical theatre and most
popular music made him an invaluable aid to our students. His
48

ability to conduct singers and musicians
with precision and passion elevated every
production he was involved with. He was a
lover of theatre lore and all of show business,
with wonderful stories and a joyful laugh at
the most scandalous and risqué of them. He
was a great friend, confdante, and one of the
fnest artists to walk these halls.”
He was also a great musical arranger, a vocal coach, and an
adjunct instructor at the University of Cincinnati. He had worked
on Broadway, played on the historic showboat Majestic, and was a
fve-year member of the Normal Lubof Choir.
Memorials can be made to the Scot Woolley Piano Fund.

CLASS NOTES

’18

JADON AREND (B.S.) was named a

Distinguished Military Graduate by Army
Cadet Command. KALA BENTON (M.S.) was
named director of patient and family experience at
Greene (Ohio) Memorial Hospital and Soin Medical
Center. PETER BONS (B.A.) was named a
Distinguished Military Graduate by Army Cadet
Command. EMILY CHODAN (B.F.A.) starred in
Into the Woods and Master Cat during the 2018
Nettle Creek Players Summer Stock Tent Teatre
Season in Hagerstown, Ind. JENNIFER DAWS
(B.A.) joined Creek Technologies in Beavercreek,
Ohio, as a technical writer. LOGAN HUNT (B.S.)
was named a Distinguished Military Graduate by
Army Cadet Command. NANCY BETH SHULER
(B.F.A.) serves as the interim gallery director at the
Dayton (Ohio) Society of Artists. GEORGE
STUBBS (B.S.) was commissioned as a 2nd
Lieutenant, United States Army following his
ofcer’s candidate school graduation at Ft. Benning,
Ga. CONSTANTINE TOLIAS (B.A.) was named a
Distinguished Military Graduate by Army Cadet
Command.

’17

ELEANORE COLLINS (B.A.) was named a
Distinguished Military Graduate by Army
Cadet Command. CAITLIN GEISSER (B.F.A.)
directed Te Spitfre Grill—Te Musical at the Eagle
Teatre in Hammonton, N.J. EARL GREGORICH
(B.S.) joined the Greenville (S.C.) Area Small
Business Development Center as the area manager.
KIMIKO KIDD (B.A.) is an editor at Te News
Wheel, a Dayton, Ohio-based digital automotive
magazine. COURTNEY MOORE (M.S.), chief
executive ofcer for Modern Ally, a commercial
cleaning frm headquartered in Dayton, Ohio, was
among the “25 Women to Watch” named by Women
in Business Networking. NICHOLAS MOSHOS
(B.S.B.) became the new owner of Dot’s Market
grocery store in Kettering, Ohio. EMILY NOVAK
(B.S.)(M.S.) , the 2016 recipient of Te Marxent
Prize—a Wright State scholarship for women in
engineering, was hired by Marxent, a Miamisburg,
Ohio-based provider of augmented reality and
virtual reality for furniture and home decor retailers
and manufacturers. CHELSEA WELCH (B.A.)
signed with the CAB Madeira basketball team in
Portugal.

’16

KEITH BRICKING (M.B.A.) was named

president of Atrium Medical Center in
Middletown, Ohio.

’15

DYLAN LINK (B.S.ME.) joined Garmann/

Miller Architects-Engineers in Minster,
Ohio, as a mechanical engineer/designer. JOSEPH
PUDLEWSKI (B.A.) is a staf writer at Te News
Wheel, a Dayton, Ohio-based digital automotive
magazine. ALEXA RALICKI (PSY.D.) joined the Big
Sky Psychological Consortium in Bozeman, Mont.
JONATHAN SAUL (B.S.B.) was hired as the global
sample services manager at Dayton-based Hufy
Corporation.

’13

LISA BALSTER (M.B.A.) , director of care,
patient, and family support services for
Hospice of Dayton (Ohio), was among the “25
Women to Watch” named by Women in Business
Networking. RENAI BOWERS (B.S.ED.) , a
third-grade math and science teacher at Broad Rock
Elementary School in Richmond, Va., was named
second runner-up in Richmond Public Schools’
2019 Teacher of the Year honors. KYLEEN
DOWNES (B.A.) performed at Songwriters in the
Round at the Troy-Hayner Cultural Center in Troy,
Ohio. WILL HOSKINS (B.S.ED.) was hired as a
physical education teacher for the elementary school
in the New Bremen (Ohio) School District. JACOB
MCCUBBIN (B.S.) won the 2018 United States Air
Force Marathon at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
in Dayton, Ohio. JONATHAN WHIGHAM (B.S.),
treasury management service specialist II for
Huntington Bank, was named to the “40 Under 40”
list of people honored for their career and
community achievements by Crain’s Cleveland
Business.

’12

MATTHEW OBRINGER (B.S.) is project
manager of Union Village, 1,230 acres in
Warren County, Ohio, that will include up to 4,500
new homes and one million square feet of
commercial space based on new urban-planning
principles.

’11

KELSI NUTTER (B.S.) won the Goodyear
10K in Akron, Ohio. ELIZABETH
SWARTZWELDER-COZAD (M.D.) joined Premier
Health Family Care of Vandalia, Ohio.

’10

MEGAN BACHMAN (M.S.T.) was named
editor of the Yellow Springs (Ohio) News.
ANNETTE FEARNOT-KLIGERMAN (M.D.) joined
Riverview Health Physicians in Westfeld, Ind.

’09

KRAIG HAGLER (B.S.) was appointed
treasurer of Greene County, Ohio.

Update your information with the Alumni Association to receive the monthly Alumni
Insider e-newsletter, full of events, athletics updates, and university news.
Visit wrightstatealumni.com/updatemyinfo to add updated information.

BENJAMIN RADCLIFFE (M.D.) is a surgeon at
Kudjip Nazarene Hospital in the Western Highlands
of Papua New Guinea. KATHERINE RADCLIFFE
(M.D.) is the coordinator of medical volunteers at
Kudjip Nazarene Hospital in the Western Highlands
of Papua New Guinea. PETE SAVARD (M.S.)
(M.S.) , an assistant professor of nursing at
Cedarville (Ohio) University, was a featured speaker
at the Wright State University Adventure Summit,
sharing a trip in which he paddled down the
Susquehanna River in Pennsylvania for 30 straight
days as a fundraiser.

’08

JONATHAN HUDSON (M.B.A.) was
hired as fnance director for Springboro,
Ohio. ZACH VARGO (B.S.ED.), of the Athletic
Proving Grounds in Tipp City, Ohio, was selected as
one of 12 fnalists for the 2019 Personal Fitness
Professional Trainer of the Year Award.

’07

MONIQUE AKASSI (M.A.) was named
associate provost for faculty afairs at
Edward Waters College in Jacksonville, Fla.
MATTHEW BINKLEY (M.D.) joined UBMD
Orthopaedics & Sports Medicine in Bufalo, N.Y.
LAURA EMMERT-REED (M.S.) , a nurse
practitioner, joined Mercy Health Physicians in
Springfeld, Ohio. DANIEL SMITH (B.S.), a
developmental-behavioral pediatrician, joined
Akron (Ohio) Children’s Hospital’s developmental
and behavioral pediatrics department. KEVIN
TRIMBACH (B.S.) is president/COO of 2-J Supply
Co. Inc., a Dayton, Ohio-based wholesale distributor
of HVAC products in Ohio, Kentucky, and West
Virginia. KATE VRINER (B.S.), a certifed business
broker for Sunbelt Business Brokers of Southwest
Ohio, was among the “25 Women to Watch” named
by Women in Business Networking.

’05

HANNAH BEACHLER (B.F.A.), one of
four female department heads who worked
on Black Panther, was featured in a New York Times
article about the Oscar campaign for the blockbuster
flm, for which she won Best Production Design at
the 2019 Academy Awards. TERESA RUSH (M.S.)
joined Mercy Health-Ada Family Medicine in Ada,
Ohio, as a certifed nurse practitioner.

’04

CHRIS BAILEY (B.S.) was promoted to
principal for the audit team in the
Columbus, Ohio, ofce at Tidwell Group, an
accounting and consulting frm that specializes in
the real estate and construction industries. JIANG
KUI (M.B.A.) was appointed to the board of
directors of the Vancouver-based Ballard Power
Systems. SARAH WILLIAMS (B.S.), executive
director of Hannah’s Treasure Chest in Dayton,
Ohio, was among the “25 Women to Watch” named
by Women in Business Networking.
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CLASS NOTES

’03

KATE MCEWEN (B.M.), plant manager
of the Lorenz Printing Company in
Dayton, Ohio, was named among the “25 Women
to Watch” by Women in Business Networking.
EMILY VON STUCKARD-SMOLINSKI (B.F.A.),

FOMO
[ Fear of Missing Out? ]

...

executive director of Te Plaza Teatre in
Miamisburg (Ohio) and the production stage
manager at Te Dayton Art Institute, was named
among the “25 Women to Watch” by Women in
Business Networking.

’02

SARAH EASTERLING (B.S.ED.) was
named principal of Indian Valley School
in the Greenon (Ohio) School District. NICHOLAS
YUST (M.S.EG), a metal artist, created a
heart-shaped metal wall sculpture titled Vegas
Strong to honor those killed and wounded in the
2017 mass shooting in which a gunman opened fre
on concertgoers in Las Vegas.

’01

Once a Raider.
Always a Raider.
Please update your current
contact information,
occupation, additional degrees,
and even share your class
note for the next issue of the
alumni magazine.
Update your information:
wrightstatealumni.com/
updateyourinfo
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KRISTIN CLIPPARD (B.F.A.), associate

artistic director/producer in residence for
the Orlando (Fla.) Shakes theater company,
directed A Christmas Carol. T. DAVID JONES
(B.S.)(M.P.A.) was selected as the Northmont
(Ohio) High School Educator of the Year for
2017–2018. STEVE POHLMAN (M.B.A.) is senior
director of materials management for the
Cleveland Clinic. LAURA WOESTE (B.A.),
director of strategic projects for the Downtown
Dayton (Ohio) Partnership, was named among the
“25 Women to Watch” by Women in Business
Networking.

’00

LORI ANDERSON (M.A.) was appointed

president and chief executive ofcer of the
board of directors of United Cerebral Palsy of Los
Angeles, Ventura, and Santa Barbara Counties.
MATTHEW KLONTZ (B.S.ED.) published Chase
on War Mountain, a novel about the search for an
old moonshiner in West Virginia that leads to
danger. PATRICK J. MURPHY (M.S.) was named
the inaugural Goodrich Endowed Chair in
Innovation and Entrepreneurship in the Collat
School of Business at Te University of Alabama at
Birmingham.

’99

HOLLY BLAKELY (B.A.)(M.A.) was
hired as an assistant professor of English
at Cedarville (Ohio) University. DAN DRISCOLL
(B.A.) was named acting prosecutor for Clark
County, Ohio. CANDICE ELDRIDGE (B.A.) was
hired as Heart Walk director for the Miami Valley
Division of the Great Rivers afliate of the
American Heart Association. MARK GREEN
(M.D.), who did his residency in emergency
medicine at the U.S. Army Aviation Center:
Aerospace Medicine, won election to Congress
from Tennessee. MARK SCHUMM (M.B.A.) was
promoted to president of Van Wert (Ohio) Federal
Savings Bank.

’98

ALEXIS LARSEN (B.A.), external afairs

director for Te Dayton (Ohio) Art
Institute, was named among the “25 Women to
Watch” by Women in Business Networking.
NATALIE SCHNEIDER (B.S.) was named
principal of Crestview Elementary School in
Indianapolis.

’97

TIMOTHY AHNER (B.A.) won his fourth

NCAA Division 1 National
Championship as equipment manager of the
University of Maryland men’s soccer team.
JESSICA CHAMBERS (B.A.) was hired as dean
of student afairs at Edison State (Ohio)
Community College. LISA JACOB (M.S.) , a
senior geologist at Sevee & Maher Engineers, Inc.,
in Cumberland, Maine, was promoted to principal.
GARY C. NORMAN (B.A.) was reappointed by
Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan to the Maryland
Commission on Civil Rights and serves as chair.
ANESSA ALLEN SANTOS (B.A.), an attorney,
serves on the Florida Digital Currency Task Force
and the technology law committees of the Florida
Bar Association. JIM SCHULTE (M.B.A.) was
appointed North American Arisa press product
manager by the Minster, Ohio-based Nidec Press &
Automation.

’96

BUCK TRUITT (B.A.), an abstract/
expressionist/surrealist painter and
photographer, had his artwork displayed at the
Yellow Springs (Ohio) Brewery.

’95

DOUG RENTZ (B.A.) joined Garmann/
Miller Architects-Engineers in Minster,
Ohio, as director of marketing/communications.

’94

SCOTT BUCHANAN (B.S.) was elected
chairman of the United States Air and
Trade Show, which is held annually in Dayton,
Ohio. SCOTT KOSNIK (B.A.) joined the sales
team of Wilson Produce, a family farm operation
based in Nogales, Ariz. MICHAEL LOFORTI
(M.B.A.), a colonel in the Air Force Reserve, took
command of the 920th Rescue Group consisting of
HH-60G Pave Hawks, HC-130N Kings, and
Guardian Angels at Patrick Air Force Base, Fla.
DERRICK MALONE (B.A.), owner and operator
of Roofcrete roofng and concrete contractors, was
named among Dayton, Ohio’s 2019 Top Ten
African American Men of the Year by Dayton.com.
TASHA PRAVECEK (M.S.), a colonel in the U.S.
Air Force, was confrmed by the U.S. Senate as the
head of the chemistry department at the U.S. Air
Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colo. DARYL
SMITH (M.S.EG.) was hired as an associate
professor of management at Cedarville University
in Ohio. ERIC STENNETT (M.ED.) was named
principal at Shaler Area Middle School in
Glenshaw, Pa.

’93

RICHARD COWLES (M.S.), joined the
Sarasota, Fla., ofce of Stantec, which
provides water-related services, as a senior
hydrogeologist. TINA KOUMOUTSOS (B.A.)
(M.U.A.), executive director of Neighborhood
Housing Partnership of Greater Springfeld (Ohio),
was named among the “25 Women to Watch” by
Women in Business Networking.

’92

BRYAN BUCKLEW (B.A.) was selected as
the new president and CEO of the Hospital
Council of Northern and Central California. LORI
TAVENER DASHEWICH (B.S.) was promoted to
vice president and controller of Ohio National
Financial Services, a Cincinnati-based group of
insurance and fnancial services companies. BETH
HODGES (M.D.) is a medical director with Triad
HealthCare Network in Greensboro, N.C., and a
family medicine doctor. RAHN KEUCHER (B.S.)
donated bread, pretzels, and bagels from his bakery
Rahn’s Artisan Breads to federal workers during the
partial government shutdown. CHRISTOPHER J.
PRZEMIENIECKI (B.A.), an associate professor at
West Chester University in Pennsylvania, presented
at the National Gang Crime Research Center
Conference in Chicago. MURALI SWAMINATHAN
(M.S.) was named to the board of directors of Ontic
Technologies, an Austin, Texas-based company that
provides protective intelligence technology.

’91

ELIZABETH HUNKELER (B.S.), former
CIO of Dayton (Ohio) Children’s Hospital,
was the 2018 recipient of the Stoltenberg Future
Fund Scholarship for secondary education through
the College of Healthcare Information Management
Executives CIO forums. DUANNA OSTING (B.A.)
was named president of the Upper Valley Medical
Center Foundation in Troy, Ohio. MORLEY STONE
(B.S.) was named senior vice president for research
at Te Ohio State University.

’90

FRED BOEHLER (B.S.B.) is CEO of
Americold Realty Trust, an Atlanta-based
company that provides temperature-controlled
warehousing and logistics. DANILSA MARCINIAK
(B.A.) joined the Maryland Insurance
Administration as the new director of the property
and casualty complaints unit. CAROLYN RICE
(M.B.A.) was elected Montgomery County (Ohio)
commissioner.

’89

MELANIE HUFFMAN (B.S.ED.)(M.ED.),

a Greenville (Ohio) High School art
teacher, was named the 2018 Outstanding Art
Teacher for the Western Ohio Region by the Ohio
Art Education Association.

’88

DAVID ALDERMAN (B.S.) was promoted
to supervisor of operations at CBE
Companies, a Waterloo, Iowa-based provider for
global call center, debt collection, and customer care

solutions for government, education, health care,
and others. GINA KEUCHER (M.ED.) donated
bread, pretzels, and bagels from her and her
husband’s bakery Rahn’s Artisan Breads to federal
workers during the partial government shutdown.
SHERRI LUTHER (B.S.B.) was named chief
fnancial ofcer of the Hillsboro, Ore.-based Lattice
Semiconductor Corporation, which provides
customizable smart connectivity solutions to
industrial, consumer, communications, and
automotive markets. BILL RANDALL (M.S.) joined
RETTEW Associates, Inc., in Pittsburgh, Pa., as a
senior hydrogeologist and geologist in the
consulting frm’s geoenvironmental group. B.J.
WOODRUFF (M.S.) published Glimpses of Life, a
collection of short essays that present common life
experiences such as eulogies, class reunions, and
family events in an uncommon format: rhyme.

’86

STEVEN BOGNAR (B.F.A.) co-directed
American Factory, a documentary flm
about the Fuyao auto glass plant selected to be
shown at the Sundance Film Festival, which won the
Directing Award in February. KIM BRAMLAGE
(B.A.), marketing and communications manager of
Five Rivers Health Centers in Dayton, Ohio, was
named among the “25 Women to Watch” by Women
in Business Networking. ANNETTE CLAYTON
(B.S.), CEO and president of North America
Operations for French multinational corporation
Schneider Electric, was appointed to the board of

Duke Energy. VERCIE LARK (B.S.), retired
executive vice president and head of fnancial
services business DST Systems, published Make It
Rain: Increase Your Wealth and Financial Security, a
guide to managing money.

’85

ROBERT A. MEYER (B.S.B.) is teaching
in the history, philosophy, and political
sciences department at the University of Cincinnati’s
Blue Ash Campus. STEPHANIE OKEY (M.S.) was
elected to the board of directors of Albireo Pharma,
Inc., a Boston-based clinical-stage orphan pediatric
liver disease company. ED RUFF (B.S.) is the chief
information ofcer for the Dayton, Ohio-based
Ohio’s Hospice.

’84

ANDY RIGGLE (B.S.) was named dean of

the School of Education at Northcentral
University, a San Diego-based online graduatefocused school.

’83

JENNIFER GERBER (MAT-CT) took over
ownership of the Green Lawn Animal
Clinic in Greenville, Ohio.

’82

BRUCE CROMER (B.F.A.) played the title
role in the play Titus Andronicus at the
Shakespeare Teatre of New Jersey in Madison, N.J.
RANDY PHILLIPS (B.S.) was named senior vice
president for corporate development at Leidos, a
Reston, Va.-based science and technology company.

STEPHEN SOLCH ’78, ’81
In early 2018, Stephen Solch ’78, ’81, and his wife Brenda ’81, wanted to
develop the Solch Family Fund, which recognizes Wright State students
in engineering or computer science who demonstrate academic
excellence.
Locally born and raised, Solch attended Wright State, and, following
graduation, he co-founded Digital Concept Inc. (DCI) with his partner
Richard Wegmann with only $800. DCI was founded to provide
computer system architecture, design, and application development
services to the Department of Defense and Air Force headquartered at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base. Today, DCI also helps commercial clients improve their line-of-business systems
and computer technology.
Currently, Solch sits on the College of Engineering and Computer Science Board of
Advisors. From Wright State, he received an award from the College of Engineering and
Computer Science for Outstanding Business Achievements in 1989. He was also recognized
with the Outstanding Alumni Award from the College of Engineering and Computer Science
in 2007. In 2010, he and his company established the DCI Scholarship Fund at Wright State
to support undergraduate students in the Raj Soin College of Business and the College of
Engineering and Computer Science.
In his spare time, Steve is an amateur astronomer and a member of the Miami Valley
Astronomical Society. He helps promote astronomy to the public through stargazes at John
Bryan State Park, the Boonshoft Museum of Discovery, schools, and other locations in the
area.
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’76

REAR ADMIRAL DEBORAH LOEWER ’76
Rear Admiral Deborah Loewer ’76, having completed 31 years of
honorable service with the U.S. Navy and four years of public service
with the federal government, currently serves as a volunteer advocate
for senior citizens with the Arlington County Human Services Division in
Arlington, Virginia. During her most recent years in public service, she
served as a senior advisor to the under secretary for intelligence and
analysis, the chief intelligence offcer at the Department of Homeland
Security, and as a program manager for the U.S. Army’s Prevention of Sexual Harassment
and Sexual Assault Program.
During her military career, she served at the White House for the president as the director
of the Situation Room and the director of systems and technical planning staff, worked on the
immediate front offce staff of two secretaries of defense, and also worked directly for the
president’s national security advisor.
Loewer also spent more than 13 years working onboard Navy ships, fnding herself among
the vanguard of women serving in a combat role for our nation’s military. She commanded
two ships and was, in 2001, selected as the frst warfare qualifed woman to the rank of
rear admiral in U.S. military history. Following her promotion, she commanded all of the U.S.
Navy’s mine warfare assets in Korea and the Persian Gulf.
Immediately following her retirement from the U.S. Navy, she worked in the private sector
as vice president for homeland security at Advanced Acoustic Concepts, a high-technology
small business. In this capacity, Loewer directed the company’s multimillion dollar effort to
use successfully demonstrated dual-use passive acoustic technologies in the protection
of our nation’s coastlines and ports. Loewer then returned to service at the Department of
Homeland Security.
In addition to her time at Wright State, where she earned her bachelor’s degree in
mathematics, Loewer is a graduate of the Kenan-Flagger Executive Business Course at the
University of North Carolina and the Executive Leadership Program at the Center for Creative
Leadership, earning degrees in theoretical mathematics and computer science. She is a
published author on the issue of women’s leadership, and a frequent speaker on topics
including U.S. foreign policy and crisis leadership.

CONNIE STREHLE (M.ED.), who retired afer 44

years in education, was honored as a 2018 Woman
of Excellence by the YWCA in Piqua, Ohio. BILL
WILSON (B.S.) is the founder of OnDoc, a
Philadelphia-based telehealth service that provides
access to physicians for virtual consultations via
phone, tablet, computer, or smart device.

’81

JAMES DARE (B.S.) retired as

administrator of Montgomery County
(Ohio) Common Pleas Court afer a 34-year career.
ELIZABETH GUTMANN (B.A.) was appointed
trustee to the Edison State Community College
(Ohio) Board of Trustees. JAYNE HELMLINGER
(B.S.), general superior of the Sisters of St. Joseph of
Orange, was installed as president-elect of the
Leadership Conference of Women Religious. DAVE
NOLIN (B.S.)(M.S.) is president of the Beavercreek
(Ohio) Wetlands Association.
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’80

CRAIG BUNDSCHUH (M.B.A.) was
named chairman of the board of the Upper
Valley Medical Center Foundation in Troy, Ohio.
DANIEL MIRACLE (B.S.), senior scientist for
nanotechnology at the Air Force Research
Laboratory’s Materials and Manufacturing
Directorate at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in
Dayton, Ohio, was recognized for sustained
accomplishments, exemplary public service, and
demonstrated consistent and lasting dedication to
the mission during the Presidential Rank Awards
Leadership Summit in Washington, D.C. MARY
PAT ZITTER (B.A.) is Mercer County probate/
juvenile court judge in Celina, Ohio.

’77

RODNEY JOHNSON (B.S.), a retired
attorney from the Florida Department of
Health, was presented with the Albert Nelson
Marquis Lifetime Achievement Award by Marquis
Who’s Who, publisher of biographical profles.

’75

JOYCE BEATTY (M.S.), an Ohio
congresswoman, was named to chair the
new House fnancial services committee’s
subcommittee on diversity and inclusion. ANN
PETERS (B.S.N.) was awarded the Albert Nelson
Marquis Lifetime Achievement Award by Marquis
Who’s Who. Te award honors those who have
achieved career longevity and demonstrated
excellence in their chosen feld.

’71

ROBERT E. ARNOLD (B.S.ED.), chaplain
at the VA Medical Center in Des Moines,
Iowa, received a best practice award by the national
VA Central Ofce of Chaplain Service for
innovation or ingenuity that improves patient care
and/or efciency of operation.

Share your success with fellow alumni. Submit
your class notes and updates at
wrightstatealumni.com/classnotes.
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TODD HALE (B.S.) was selected to speak

at the American Bakers Association 2019
Convention: Power of Bakery to help the industry
optimize production, marketing, merchandising,
and branding.
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A Woman
with Nerve
Te letters of
Alice Grifth Carr
BY DAWNE DEWEY,
HEAD OF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
AND ARCHIVES

YOUR GIFT CAN

Born in Yellow Springs, Ohio,
in 1887, Alice Carr knew she
wanted to be a nurse from an
early age.
Upon graduation from Johns Hopkins
Nurses Training School in Baltimore in
1914, she wrote home, “We put on our
blue uniforms and caps today…and we
feel like sure enough blue nurses now. I
really feel like I belong to Hopkins and
that I can do most anything set before me.
A blue chambray dress and a crinoline
cap have made me one of the happiest
women in these United States.”
Alice worked at John Hopkins Hospital
until the U.S. entered WWI in 1917. She
wrote home, “Today I am sending you the
morning paper and an Extra announcing
war. It is very exciting to hear it called. I
have signed the muster roll...wild horses
couldn’t hold me back.”
Alice was in the frst contingent of
Red Cross nurses to sail for Europe in
54

PHOTOS COURTESY OF WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

June 1917 and worked at a base hospital
near Verdun, France, until 1919. Afer
the war, she was a Red Cross nurse
in Poland, Lithuania, Serbia, Smyrna,
Czechoslovakia, and Syria. In 1923,
she joined the Near East Foundation
and worked to improve conditions for
refugees and children, fghting disease
and establishing child welfare and
medical service centers.
On a road trip in 1928 from Baghdad
to Smyrna, with $10,000 in cash
intended for Assyrian relief work in her
pocketbook, her car broke down. She
was stuck in the desert alone for three
days until British and Assyrian soldiers
found her and delivered her safely to
Mosul. Expelled from Greece by the
Nazis in 1941, she returned to the U.S.

and continued to work for the Near East
Foundation until her retirement in 1948.
She died in 1968 at the age of 81.
A 1938 Reader’s Digest article on
Alice described her: “At times, sof and
completely feminine, Miss Carr is ofen
a tough, unfinching martinet who will
tear red tape to shreds, spend money she
hasn’t got, and fght fercely any person
who tries to oppose her plans for aid to
the sufering.”
Alice Carr was defnitely a woman with
nerve.
You can learn more about her story in
the Special Collections and Archives in
the Wright State University Libraries.
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